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Abstract

Nanostructured materials have recently attracted much interest due to their unique properties

which make them appealing for the next generation of efficient and novel optical/electrical

devices. In particular, two-dimensional (atomically thin) materials such as transition metal

dichalcogenides (TMDs) have been extensively researched and shown to exhibit, e.g., strong

optical absorption when compared to their bulk counterparts, with potential applications in

photovoltaics for solar energy. The optical absorption in such materials may be further improved

by decoration with metal nanoparticles (MNPs) due to a plasmonic enhancement effect. While

such an effect has been demonstrated experimentally, it is hard to show theoretically from an

ab initio point of view due to the computational demand of such calculations: the state-of-

the-art approaches commonly used to determine the optical spectra of, e.g, the semiconducting

TMD (i.e. density functional theory (DFT) and many-body perturbation theory) may not be

applied to the full TMD-MNP structure as the MNP is often on a much larger scale than the

semiconductor rendering the ab initio methods infeasible.

In this thesis, we develop a dynamical, hybrid approach (the projected equations of motion

(PEOM) method) where a composite material is split into subsystems which are then coupled

electromagnetically. The primary system (e.g., the TMD) may be treated using any time-

dependent theory, while the secondary system (e.g., the MNP) is modelled entirely through its

frequency-dependent polarisability which is fitted to obtain parameters which enter into the

PEOMs.

As a proof of concept, the PEOM method is first applied to a semiconducting quantum dot-

MNP system and the obtained energy absorption rates and population dynamics are compared

with results from existing analytical approaches. Good agreement between the two methods is

shown, while the PEOM proves to be an improvement when investigating ultrafast excitations

in such systems. The method is then further tested by comparing absorption spectra in bilayers

of hexagonal boron nitride and MoS2 obtained via the PEOM approach with those obtained

by time-dependent DFT and the Bethe-Salpeter equation. Again, the two approaches are in

good, qualitative agreement.The thesis is left open as a starting point towards investigating the

TMD-MNP structures, as well as stating the limitations of the PEOM method and suggesting

possible improvements.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Nanostructured Media

In recent years much attention has been given to nanostructured materials and devices. Due to

their atomic/molecular scales, nanostructures exhibit unique physical properties which can often

be easily tuned simply by manipulating their size or geometry. Therefore, they have a wide range

of applications including in the fields of biology, medicine, construction, technology and energy

creation/storage, and are already being exploited in many consumer products. For example,

metal nanoparticles can be used in the treatment of cancer using photothermal therapy [1];

nano-optical transistors may pave the way for quantum computing [2]; spray-on solar cells have

been fabricated thanks to perovskite nanocrystals [3]; and quantum dot semiconductors are

currently being used in the latest generation of TV panels [4].

So-called two-dimensional materials, such as graphene and monolayers of transition-metal

dichalcogenides (TMDs), have proven to be particularly interesting due to radical shifts in their

physical properties when transitioning from their bulk counterparts. For example, graphene has

a much higher electron mobility than graphite (and more than 100 times that of silicon) making

it extremely useful for electronic applications [5]. Similarly, a monolayer of MoS2 has a direct

band gap, as opposed to an indirect gap in bulk form, making it an efficient absorber of light

and, therefore, a promising material for photovoltaic (PV) devices [6]. Moreover, the thinness

of monolayer TMD PVs—which can be as much as 500 000 times thinner than traditional,

polycrystalline silicon PVs—means cheaper production and installation costs along with a wider

range of applications, such as virtually transparent solar cells that can, e.g., be placed on

windows or LCD screens. However, the atomic thinness of such materials can sometimes hinder

their effectiveness: because an MoS2 monolayer has an inherently small optical cross section,

it struggles to absorb much of the incident light. In turn, this results in poor power conversion
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efficiencies (PCEs) of MoS2-based PVs: less than 10% compared with traditional technologies

with PCEs typically between 20–40% [7]. It would, therefore, be advantageous to find a way

to increase the absorption of light in TMD monolayers.

One method to increase absorption is to pair the semiconductor with metal nanoparticles

(MNPs) where the surface plasmon resonance associated with the MNP generates a local field

enhancement, thus increasing the field felt by the semiconductor. For example, in Ref. [8] the

efficiency of dye-sensitised solar cells was increased by over 20% by incorporating gold nanopar-

ticles. In Ref. [9], a 60-fold enhancement of the second-harmonic generation in RbTiOPO4 crys-

tals was reported by depositing silver nanostructures on the surface of the crystals. Further,

the photocurrent [10], photoluminescence [11, 12] and absorption [12] in MoS2 monolayers have

all been shown to be enhanced by the presence of metallic nanostructures. These results have

been demonstrated experimentally, but are hard to simulate theoretically, from an ab initio

perspective, due to the computational limitations of current, state-of-the-art theory. It is the

goal of this thesis to develop a method which allows such simulations to be carried out and,

therefore, give insight into the physical processes involved in the plasmonic enhancement in

metal-semiconductor hybrid materials.

1.2 Ab initio Modelling: Computational Limits

In principle, the electronic and optical properties of any material may be determined by knowl-

edge of its wavefunction which can be obtained from the solution of the famous Schrödinger’s

equation. Now, analytical solutions do not exist for systems of more than a few particles: how-

ever, approximate wavefunction-based theories exist such as Hartree-Fock, post-Hartree-Fock

and, more recently, quantum Monte Carlo methods, although these approaches are often limited

to relatively small systems due to computational demand. Non-wavefunction based reformu-

lations of quantum mechanics have also proved a popular alternative, such as density matrix

theory, density functional theory (DFT), and Green’s function based approaches, coupled with

various approximations, and allow realistic calculations often to a high degree of accuracy. (See

the beginning of Section 2.2.2 for a discussion on the various approaches mentioned above.)

Suppose we wish to calculate the absorption spectrum of an isolated monolayer of MoS2.

In reality, the monolayer will be a finite system containing a large number of electrons. For

simulation purposes, the monolayer (or any solid, for that matter) is treated as an infinite system

which can be described by a single unit cell, repeated periodically. For the case of MoS2, the

unit cell will contain just three atoms, with a volume of around 0.1 nm3 (see Fig. 1.1 (a)).

The current, state-of-the-art approach to obtain the spectrum is to first determine the ground

state of the system via DFT, then solve the Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) from many body

perturbation theory (MBPT) which includes excitonic effects within the system, important
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in the case of MoS2 (e.g. Refs [13–15]). Now suppose we wish to investigate the plasmonic

enhancement created by the deposition of gold nanospheres onto the monolayer as, e.g., in

Ref. [10]. Due to the size of the nanosphere (typically tens of nanometres), a large unit cell

is required to simulate the system: in particular, this unit cell will contain possibly thousands

more atoms than that of the isolated MoS2 (see Fig. 1.1 (b)). Whilst it may be possible

(though computationally costly) to calculate the spectrum within the simpler time-dependent

DFT (TDDFT) framework, the sheer size of this system makes the solution of the demanding

BSE unattainable.

Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram of the unit cells corresponding to (a) an isolated MoS2 monolayer
and (b) the same monolayer, decorated with gold nanospheres.

Now, while the MoS2 monolayer exhibits strongly bound excitons, thus requiring the use of

the BSE in the calculated absorption spectra [13], the nanoparticle possesses no such excitonic

behaviour due to its metallic nature. Therefore, it would be computationally beneficial, and

physically acceptable, to model the MNP response on a simpler level of theory than MBPT,

while keeping the BSE description of the MoS2. Such hybrid methods already exist to de-

scribe, e.g., solvated molecules [16–18], protein-ligand interactions [19–21] and, indeed, other

semiconductor-metal structures [22–29].

These approaches rely on the possibility to separate the composite system into two or

more components whose dynamics are solved using different levels of approximation and to

treat the residual interaction between the subsystems in an appropriate way. For example,

a continuum solvation model (such as the polarisable continuum model) may be used in the

solvated molecule problem where the molecule is treated using quantum mechanics (QM) and
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the solvent treated as a dielectric continuum, the interaction being electrostatic in nature [16–

18, 30]. While the QM parts in such methods are often treated at the level of HF or DFT,

more recent developments have used approaches based on MBPT, yielding a more accurate

description [31, 32]. Various quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) approaches

have also been applied to model the protein-ligand interaction. In these cases, the ligand is

treated using QM and the protein environment via MM and the potentials associated with the

protein’s molecular make-up are approximated by means of classical force fields [19–21].

Hybrid methods have also been applied to model the coupling between molecules or quantum

dots (QDs) and metal nanoparticles (MNPs) upon optical excitation. For small MNPs, the

composite system may still be treated fully quantum mechanically, e.g. in Ref. [33] where a

jellium model is combined with TDDFT at the level of the local density approximation to

model a nanoparticle dimer. For larger MNPs, classical electrodynamics is employed to model

the MNP dynamics whereas a quantum description of the molecule is retained. In this case, the

interaction between the MNP and the molecule is modelled through an effective electromagnetic

coupling. These hybrid approaches make use of numerical methods such as the finite-difference

time domain (FDTD) to solve the classical electrodynamics problem — namely, the Maxwell’s

equations — while the dynamics of the molecular electrons are solved by means of TDDFT.

The overall dynamics are made self-consistent by including the electromagnetic field generated

by the MNP into the molecular evolution and vice versa [34–37].

More recently, a hybrid method has been introduced to simulate so-called Van der Waals

heterostructures such as those comprised of several layers of 2D TMDs. Similarly to the size-

difference problem illustrated in Fig. 1.1, these heterostructures require restrictively large su-

percells due to mismatches in the respective lattice parameters of the constituent TMD mono-

layers thus prohibiting accurate ab initio calculations of optical properties, especially at the

higher levels of theory. In Ref. [38], a semiclassical method called the quantum-electrostatic

heterostructure (QEH) model is developed. The QEH model takes elements of the dielectric

functions of the constituent, isolated monolayers and couples them in a purely electrostatic

sense via the Coulomb interaction by means of a coupled, Dyson-like equation to build an

approximate dielectric function of the resulting heterostructure. The computational demand,

therefore, rests solely on that of the quantum mechanical calculations of the individual dielectric

functions of the constituent monolayers.

1.3 Projected Equations of Motion Method

In this thesis, we develop a dynamical hybrid method for any complex material which can be

split into subsystems where the interaction between the systems is electromagnetic. This has

particular applicability to semiconductor-metal compounds, such as, e.g., the MoS2 monolayer
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decorated with gold nanoparticles [10], or the well-studied quantum dot-metal nanoparticle

systems [22–29]. The method is simpler and much less computationally expensive than the

existing FDTD approaches and avoids the solution of Maxwell’s equations when the near–field

effects in the electromagnetic coupling between constituents are negligible.

We shall present a generalised model for treating the time-dependent interaction between

a primary system (PS) and a secondary system (SS) coupled through an electromagnetic field.

We shall call this method the Projected Equations of Motion (PEOM) method. By ‘primary

system’, we mean the system of primary interest which may require a high level of theory in

order to adequately describe its dynamics: e.g., a molecule, a QD, or a semiconductor mono-

layer. The choice of method for which to solve the dynamics of the PS is independent of the

PEOM method, provided it is within a real-time framework. The secondary system is often a

larger ‘environment’ which acts as a source of unavoidable perturbation to the primary system,

though in principle it may also be a similar system to the PS: e.g., metal nanoparticles which

are used to enhance the optical properties of the PS. The SS is modelled entirely from its linear,

frequency-dependent polarisability. This may be obtained, e.g., by classical (or, indeed, quan-

tum) simulations, analytical models, or alternatively by experiment. The frequency-dependent

polarisability is fitted in order to produce parameters which enter into a set of projected equa-

tions of motion for the SS. These PEOMs may then be solved simultaneously with the equations

of motion (EOMs) that give the dynamics of the PS. The interaction between the two systems is

considered in the dipole-dipole approximation within the quasi-static limit, which respectively

require the distances between the constituents to be relatively large compared to the size of the

system and the wavelength of incident light to be much larger than the size of the system.

1.4 Layout of Thesis

In Chapter 2, we briefly introduce the concepts, theories and key equations involved with

the state-of-the art simulations of ground state and optical properties of electronic systems. In

particular, we show what is meant by optical absorption in Section 2.1. In Section 2.2 we discuss

how the ground state electronic wavefunction should be obtained by the time-independent

Schrödinger equation, before introducing density functional theory. We then show how the time-

dependent Schrödinger equation is required to simulate optical absorption in Section 2.3 and

introduce the density matrix formalism. Here we also derive the linear response equations from

time-dependent density functional theory (for periodic systems) which directly yield formulas

for the absorption spectra. The Bethe-Salpeter equation from many-body perturbation theory

is then discussed within both linear response and its time-dependent form.

The projected equations of motion (PEOM) method is introduced and derived in Chapter 3.

In Section 3.3 a test is performed on an isolated metal nanoparticle to show that the proposed
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PEOMs reproduce the frequency-dependent polarisability from which they were fitted.

In Chapter 4, the PEOM method is then applied to a semiconducting quantum dot-metal

nanoparticle (SQD-MNP) hybrid system to study both the energy absorption rates (response to

a monochromatic wave) and population inversion (response to pulsed radiation). In both cases,

the PEOM results are compared with analytical and semi-analytical results from the literature.

In Chapter 5 the absorption spectra for bilayers of MoS2 and hexagonal boron nitride (h-

BN) are obtained via the standard approaches of TDDFT and the BSE within linear response.

As a proof of concept, we show that similar spectra may be reproduced by coupling PEOMs

(fitted from the respective monolayers of MoS2 and h-BN) either with the time-dependent BSE

or with an additional set of PEOMs (the so-called PEOM-PEOM method).

Finally, conclusions and future work are presented in Chapter 6.



Chapter 2

Background Theory

In this chapter, before deriving the PEOM method in Chapter 3, we introduce some underlying

theory and also give an overview of existing ab initio approaches that we shall use to simulate

the optical properties of materials from a quantum mechanical perspective.

In particular, in Section 2.1 we define the polarisation and dielectric function and show

how optical absorption spectra may be obtained through it. Now, in principle the physical

process of absorption involves perturbing the ground state electronic configuration of a system

(Section 2.2) which must first be known before absorption simulations can be performed. There-

fore, in Section 2.2.2 we introduce Density Functional Theory (DFT) (in particular, within the

Kohn-Sham scheme (Section 2.2.3)) as a means to obtain the ground state electronic structure.

In Section 2.3, we then present methods for simulating the interaction of the ground state

system with a perturbing, external potential. These methods include density matrix formal-

ism which is a reformulation of the wavefunction-based Schrödinger equation, within a time-

dependent framework, and is useful for treating the dynamics of few-level systems. It is applied

to a two-level semiconducting quantum dot in Chapter 4 to simulate energy absorption rates

and population inversion in the system when coupled to a metal nanoparticle via the PEOM

method.

The time-dependent version of DFT (TDDFT) is introduced in Section 2.3.3 in both its time-

dependent form and within linear response (LR) where the external perturbation is considered

to be sufficiently weak. DFT and LR-TDDFT are then specified for extended systems (e.g.

solids) in Section 2.3.4 where periodic boundary conditions are required. In Section 2.3.5,

we explain how TDDFT cannot readily describe excitonic effects (electron-hole interactions)

which play an important role in the absorption spectra of certain materials and we introduce

the Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) (within the linear response regime) which can capture such

interactions through a many-body theory involving the so-called Green’s functions. The BSE
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is extended beyond the linear regime in Section 2.3.6 by introducing an equation of motion for

the time-dependent, non-equilibrium Green’s function which is equivalent to a time-dependent

BSE (TD-BSE). LR-TDDFT and the LR-BSE are used in Chapter 5 to obtain optical spectra

of monolayers and bilayers of transition metal dichalcogenides and the TD-BSE is then coupled

with the PEOM method to simulate the same spectra for the bilayers as a proof of concept.

2.1 Polarisation, the Dielectric Function and Absorption

When a material interacts with an electric field, E, the electrons within the material are

displaced from their equilibrium position. The dipole moment, p, is the product of a particle’s

charge, q, and its displacement from equilibrium, r, i.e.

p = qr . (2.1)

The polarisation (or polarisation density), P , is the average dipole moment per unit volume,

P = Nap, (2.2)

where Na is the number of particles per unit volume. In the linear regime, where the average

displacements are small (e.g. for an external field of low intensity), the polarisation is linked to

the field by means of the electric susceptibility, χe,
1

P (ω) = χe(ω)E(ω) , (2.3)

where ω is the angular frequency and we have given the definition in frequency space having

assumed a uniform electric field and an isotropic, homogeneous material. Similarly, the dipole

moment is related to the electric field by the polarisability, α,

p(ω) = α(ω)E(ω) . (2.4)

The electric susceptibility is related to the macroscopic dielectric function, ϵM, by

ϵM = 1 + 4πχe . (2.5)

The susceptibility, χe (and, hence, ϵM and α), are generally complex and frequency-dependent.

A material is isotropic if the polarisation is parallel to the external field, in which case χe is

1We use CGS units throughout the thesis unless otherwise specified.
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simply a scalar. In general though, the direction of polarisation may be different to that of the

external field in which case the material is anisotropic and the susceptibility is now a rank-2

tensor,

χe =


χxx χxy χxz

χyx χyy χyz

χzx χzy χzz

 . (2.6)

If the polarisation and external field are written in Cartesian coordinates (P = Pxi+Pyj+Pzk

and E = Exi + Eyj + Ezk), then the i-th component (i = x, y, z) of the polarisation is given

by

Pi = χixEx + χiyEy + χizEz . (2.7)

For simplicity, we always assume isotropic media in this thesis, unless otherwise stated.

The complex refractive index, n, of a material determines how an electromagnetic wave

propagates through it. For non-magnetic materials, it is related to the dielectric function by

ϵM = n2 . (2.8)

Since n and ϵM are in general complex, we shall denote them by their real and imaginary parts:

n = n1 + in2 , (2.9)

ϵM = ϵ1 + iϵ2 . (2.10)

For a plane wave of amplitude, E0, and frequency, ω, propagating (say, in the z-direction)

through a medium of refractive index, n, it can be shown that the intensity, I(z), of the field

decreases exponentially,

I(z) =
cn1
8π

E2
0e

−2ωn2z/c , (2.11)

where c is the speed of light in a vacuum. The penetration depth, δp, is the distance at which

the intensity is reduced by 1/e. The absorption coefficient is defined as αabs = 1/δp and from

Eqs. (2.8) and (2.11) it can be shown that

αabs =
ωϵ2
cn1

. (2.12)

Alternatively, since ϵM and n are linked by Eq. (2.8), then knowledge of ϵM (or n) alone gives

information about the optical absorption. Therefore, it is common to define the absorption,

Abs, simply as

Abs = Im [ϵM] . (2.13)

We also note that the real part of the dielectric function can be retrieved from the imaginary
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part via the Kramers-Kronig relation (e.g. see Section 1.7 in Ref. [39]).

Now, in this section we have described absorption as a frequency-dependent property of

the system. For example, in experiment one might shine light from a monochromatic source

of various frequencies on a material and measure the light absorption for each frequency to

construct the absorption spectrum as a function of frequency. Of course, each part of that pro-

cess involves light interacting with the system in time, and so the time-dependent forms of the

previous equations may also be useful. E.g., an expression for the time-dependent polarisation

may be obtained by taking the Fourier transform of Eq. (2.3) within the causality condition,

P (t) =

∫ ∞

0

χe(t− t′)E(t′)dt′ , (2.14)

where we have assumed the equilibrium condition with time-translational invariance. In this

case, we have a time-dependent response function, χe(t − t′), and the polarisation depends

on the entire history of the interaction of the system with the field. However, the frequency-

dependent form is most useful as this is what is calculated in spectroscopic experiments and

readily gives information about the properties of the system of interest. Therefore, if the time-

dependent polarisation is produced from real-time simulations, it is often Fourier transformed

onto frequency space for analysis and comparison with experiment.

2.2 Electronic Structure Calculations

In order to calculate the polarisation (and, hence, absorption) of a system, we must first have

knowledge of the electronic configuration in the ground-state. Solid state matter can be con-

sidered as a collection of nuclei and electrons interacting with each other. These interactions

depend on the particles’ positions as well as external forces and determine the electrical and

optical properties of the material. In this section, we discuss how the electronic energies and

wavefunctions may be obtained from the Schrödinger equation and briefly introduce density

functional theory, highlighting the main equations and concepts relevant to this thesis. For

detailed discussions and derivations, the reader is referred to literature such as Refs [40–49].

2.2.1 The Time-Independent Schrödinger Equation

Suppose we have a system of N electrons and M nuclei with spatial coordinates r1, . . . , rN and

R1, . . . ,RM , respectively. Neglecting electronic spin, the system can be fully described by the

quantum-mechanical wavefunction, Ψtot(r1, . . . , rN ,R1, . . . ,RM ), from which all observable

properties of the system can be determined. In electronic structure calculations, the goal is to

find the wavefunction which yields the lowest possible (ground-state) energy. In principle, this
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is found by solving the time-independent Schrödinger equation (TISE),

Ĥtot Ψtot(r1, . . . , rN ,R1, . . . ,RM ) = Etot Ψtot(r1, . . . , rN ,R1, . . . ,RM ) , (2.15)

where Ĥtot is the Hamiltonian operator of the system. Ĥtot contains contributions from the

kinetic energy of the electrons and nuclei, along with electron-electron, electron-nuclei and

nuclei-nuclei interactions, i.e.

Ĥtot = T̂e + T̂n + V̂e-e + V̂e-n + V̂n-n . (2.16)

Eq. (2.15) is an eigenvalue problem, with an infinity of solutions: the solution yielding the

lowest value of Etot is the ground state configuration. Solving Eq. (2.15) is generally extremely

complicated with an analytical solution existing only for a small subset of problems. Therefore,

several approximations and methodologies exist to simplify the task.

The first approximation is to separate the electronic and nuclear motions of the system.

This is known as the Born-Oppenheimer approximation and allows us to express the total

wavefunction as a product of an electronic wavefunction and nuclear wavefunction (and the

total energy as a sum of the electronic and nuclear contributions). It is valid provided the

electrons move on a much smaller time-scale than that of the nuclei.

We, therefore, reduce the original problem to finding just the electronic wavefunction,

Ψ(r1, . . . , rN ), which satisfies

Ĥ Ψ(r1, . . . , rN ) = E Ψ(r1, . . . , rN ) . (2.17)

Ĥ is the electronic Hamiltonian given by

Ĥ = T̂e + V̂e-e + V̂e-n . (2.18)

The explicit nuclear contributions may then be obtained separately and included ad hoc. In

Eq. (2.18),

T̂e =
∑
i

−1

2
∇2

i (2.19)

is the operator defining the total kinetic energy of the electrons,

V̂e-e =
1

2

∑
i ̸=j

1

|ri − rj |
(2.20)
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gives the total Coulomb repulsion between the electrons, and

V̂e-n =
∑
i

vext(ri) (2.21)

where vext(r) is the potential representing the total nuclear attraction of the electrons in ad-

dition to any other external potential. Notice that we use atomic units throughout this thesis

unless otherwise stated, i.e.

− e = me = ℏ =
1

4πϵ0
= 1 , (2.22)

where −e is the electronic charge, me is the mass of an electron, ℏ is the reduced Planck’s

constant and ϵ0 is the permittivity of free space.

The observable, A, of any operator, Â, is given by its expectation value,

A ≡
⟨
Ψ
∣∣∣ Â ∣∣∣Ψ⟩ (2.23)

=

∫
Ψ∗(r1, . . . , rN )ÂΨ(r1, . . . , rN )dr1 . . . drN , (2.24)

and it follows from Eq. (2.17) that the total (electronic) energy of the system is

E =
⟨
Ψ
∣∣∣ Ĥ ∣∣∣Ψ⟩ . (2.25)

Now, Eq. (2.15) is extremely computationally demanding to solve even for a system of a few

electrons. Therefore, various methods exist to simplify the problem including Hartree-Fock and

perturbation theory where the dimensionality of the wavefunction is reduced. Alternatively,

the wavefunction may be reformed into a density functional which can also be used to calculate

the observables of the system: this method is known as density functional theory and is much

more accurate than Hartree-Fock and much more scalable than the perturbative approaches.

2.2.2 Density Functional Theory (DFT)

Hartree-Fock (HF) theory provides a way of approximating the ground state energy of an inter-

acting, N -electron system by expressing the corresponding wavefunction as a linear combination

of products of one-electron atomic orbitals, {ψk(r)}, (which are assumed to be orthonormal)

in the form of a single Slater determinant, i.e.

Ψ(r1, . . . , rN ) ≈ 1√
N !

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

ψ1(r1) ψ2(r1) · · · ψN (r1)

ψ1(r2) ψ2(r2) · · · ψN (r2)
...

...
. . .

...

ψ1(rN ) ψ2(rN ) · · · ψN (rN )

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
. (2.26)
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This enforces the antisymmetry requirement of the wavefunction imposed by the Pauli exclusion

principle. By minimising the energy, E, in Eq. (2.17), HF finds the ‘best’ orbitals which

ensures the Slater determinant wavefunction yields the lowest possible energy (i.e. the best

approximation to the ground state energy given the Slater form of the wavefunction).

HF is an independent-particle model, with electron-electron interaction only accounted for

by an average Coulomb potential and a non-local exchange potential arising from the anti-

symmetry property of the Slater determinant. The approximation, therefore, lacks any elec-

tron correlation (other than in the average sense) and may lead to large errors in the energy:

for example, band gaps in some semiconductors and bond-length in some molecules are badly

described. Correlation can be further included in post-Hartree-Fock methods such as configu-

ration interaction (CI) in which the wavefunction is expanded in a linear combination of Slater

determinants, and Møller-Plesset (MP) perturbation theory where the correlation potential

is modelled through a perturbation to the Fock Hamiltonian. More recently, novel approaches

have been developed which can yield results similar to full-CI but with much less computational

demand making for viable alternatives towards treating real systems (e.g., the full configuration-

interaction quantum Monte Carlo method which employs a stochastic approach [50, 51]).

While these methods may improve the results of HF (and, indeed, can be used to system-

atically approach the exact results), the computational expense is large and their use is limited

to small systems: for example the computational requirements for MP2, MP3 and MP4 meth-

ods scales with the number of electrons as O(N5), O(N6) and O(N7) respectively. Density

Functional Theory (DFT), on the other hand, provides a much more computationally effi-

cient procedure for approximating the ground state observables with methods yielding scaling

ranging from O(N4) to linear scaling O(N). For example, linear-scaling DFT can be used to

model systems containing tens of thousands to millions of atoms (albeit with varying degrees

of accuracy).

Whereas the HF method minimises the energy of an approximate Hamiltonian with respect

to an approximate wavefunction, DFT models the energy as a functional of the electron density

and the exact ground state energy is, in principle, found by minimising the energy of the exact

Hamiltonian with respect to the electron density. We define the one-electron density function

for an N -electron wavefunction as

ρ(r) = N

∫
|Ψ(r, r2, . . . , rN )|2 dr2 . . . drN . (2.27)

From Eqs. (2.18) to (2.21), we can see that the Hamiltonian is uniquely determined by the

number of electrons, N , and the system-dependent external potential, vext(r), which is defined

by the positions and charges of the nuclei, and from Eq. (2.18) and Eq. (2.25), the total energy
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of an N -electron system is

E =
⟨
ψ
∣∣∣ Ĥ ∣∣∣ψ⟩

=
⟨
ψ
∣∣∣ T̂e ∣∣∣ψ⟩+

⟨
ψ
∣∣∣ V̂e-e ∣∣∣ψ⟩+

⟨
ψ
∣∣∣ V̂e-n ∣∣∣ψ⟩

= Te + Ve-e + Ve-n . (2.28)

The formulation of DFT begins with the first Hohenberg-Kohn (HK) theorem which implies

that the electron density, ρ(r), uniquely determines the external potential, vext(r), and thus

uniquely determines the Hamiltonian. The energy must, therefore, be a functional of the density,

E ≡ E[ρ], i.e. from Eq. (2.28),

E[ρ] = Te[ρ] + Ve-e[ρ] + Ve-n[ρ] . (2.29)

Using Eqs. (2.21), (2.25) and (2.27), it is easy to show that

Ve-n[ρ] =

∫
vext(r)ρ(r)dr , (2.30)

so that Eq. (2.29) can be rewritten as

E[ρ] = Te[ρ] + Ve-e[ρ] +

∫
vext(r)ρ(r)dr

= F [ρ] +

∫
vext(r)ρ(r)dr , (2.31)

where F [ρ] is a universal potential, independent of the system.

Now, the second HK theorem states that the ground state energy may be obtained by

minimising E[ρ] in Eq. (2.31) with respect to to ρ under the constraint that the density is

derived from a normalised wavefunction, which is equivalent to requiring

∫
ρ(r)dr = N . (2.32)

Since Eq. (2.31) is the exact energy of the original Hamiltonian, then the density which

makes E minimum is the ground state density, ρGS, and the exact ground state energy is

EGS = E[ρGS] . (2.33)

Hence, DFT provides a way to find the ground state energy of an N -electron system by con-

sidering the density which depends only on the three spatial variables. Conversely, the solution

of the original TISE depends on 3N variables, so the computational cost is drastically reduced.

Unfortunately, however, it is not possible to explicitly and exactly express F [ρ] in terms of
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the electron density, ρ(r), as we did for the external potential in Eq. (2.30). If it were pos-

sible, then we would have a method for determining exactly all (ground state) observables in

a quantum-mechanical system by self-consistently solving Eq. (2.31) by changing the density

(which depends on only the 3 spatial variables), thus avoiding trying to solve the TISE using a

wavefunction approach (which in principle depends on 3N variables). Furthermore, though we

may find a density that minimises the energy to get the ground state energy, we have no way

of verifying that this density corresponds to a true (in the physical sense) wavefunction, which

must obey anti-symmetry requirements set by the Pauli exclusion principle. Kohn-Sham DFT

provides a solution to this as well as expressing the universal potential in Eq. (2.31) in a more

explicit form to realise the calculation of the majority of the total energy.

2.2.3 Kohn-Sham DFT

In the Kohn-Sham (KS) scheme, similarly to HF, we derive the density from a fictitious system

of N independent electrons, with a wavefunction expressed by a single Slater determinant

(Eq. (2.26)) composed of one-electron atomic orbitals, {φi(r)}, thus ensuring the anti-symmetry

property is obeyed. In KS DFT, we require the density, which, due to the determinant nature

of the wavefunction, is simply (from Eqs. (2.26) and (2.27))

ρ(r) =
∑
i

φ∗
i (r)φi(r) , (2.34)

to be the same as that of the exact ground state wavefunction, even though it is derived from

the approximate, Slater determinant wavefunction describing the non-interacting system.

By making use of the properties of the Slater determinant, we can rewrite the total energy

as

E[ρ] = −1

2

∑
i

⟨
φi

∣∣ ∇2
∣∣φi

⟩
+

1

2

∫ ∫
ρ(r′)ρ(r)

|r − r′|
dr′dr +

∫
vext(r)ρ(r)dr + Exc[ρ] . (2.35)

The first two terms in Eq. (2.35) are the non-interacting contributions to the kinetic energy

and average Coulomb repulsion, respectively. The first three terms describe most of the total

energy of the system, and all other correlation and exchange energy not accounted for in the

independent particle approximation are collected in the abstract exchange-correlation energy,

Exc[ρ].

Upon minimising E[ρ] in Eq. (2.35) with respect to ρ with the normalisation con-

straint Eq. (2.32), it can be shown that the required KS orbitals satisfy the following equation,

ĤKS φi(r) = ϵφi(r) . (2.36)
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ĤKS is the one-electron KS Hamiltonian,

ĤKS = −1

2
∇2 +

∫
ρ(r′)

|r − r′|
dr′ + vext(r) + vxc[ρ](r) , (2.37)

with vxc[ρ](r) being the local multiplicative exchange-correlation potential defined as the func-

tional derivative of the exchange-correlation energy w.r.t. the density, i.e.

vxc[ρ](r) =
δExc[ρ]

δρ(r)
. (2.38)

Since ĤKS depends on the density, we start with a trial density as a first approximation and

solve Eq. (2.36) self consistently until the total energy in Eq. (2.35) has converged. If Exc is

the exact functional corresponding to the true system, then the total energy will converge to

the exact ground-state, yielding also the exact ground-state density which can be used to find

exactly all other ground-state observables.

Of course, Exc, cannot be expressed exactly and we, therefore, rely on approximations to the

true exchange-correlation energy. Many such approximate functionals exist and though Exc is in

theory a universal functional, the approximations used are often chosen to best describe a given

system of interest. The two most popular exchange-correlation potentials (at least for periodic

structure calculations) are the local density approximation (LDA) and the generalised gradient

approximation (GGA). The LDA is the simplest approximation, derived from a model of the

homogeneous electron gas (HEG), and depends locally on the spatial value of the density. The

GGA is considered an improvement over the LDA as it depends on both the local density and

its gradient. Many other functionals exist often based on semi-empirical formulations which are

tailored towards specific systems. For an extensive list of existing functionals see, e.g., Ref. [52].

The large number of exchange-correlation approximations available (with certain approxi-

mations involving parameters taken directly from experiment) means that KS DFT becomes a

somewhat semi-empirical method and not a true ab initio theory, unlike HF. Moreover, while

there may be methods of systematically improving the functionals (such as orbital-dependent

functionals and the optimised effective potential method, e.g. Refs. [53, 54]), they often come

with the same computational effort as post-HF and other wavefunction-based approaches. Of

course, the wide use of DFT in modern quantum-chemical calculations is testament to its

efficiency and overall accuracy when compared to other methods.

2.3 Excited State Calculations

In Section 2.2, we discussed methods for obtaining the ground-state electronic configuration

of a system. In order to determine, e.g., optical properties, we require a time-dependent the-
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ory to simulate the interaction with a time-dependent field (i.e. electromagnetic radiation)

with the system. In this section, we briefly introduce the time-dependent wavefunction via the

time-dependent Schrödinger equation, which in principle can be used to describe optical phe-

nomena. We then discuss various alternative methods including the density matrix approach,

time-dependent density functional theory and the Bethe-Salpeter equation from many-body

perturbation theory. Again, these methods are only briefly discussed with attention given to

the key equations applicable to this thesis (namely, for obtaining the macroscopic dielectric

function). For detailed discussion and derivations, the reader is referred to literature including

Refs [39, 55–62].

2.3.1 The Time-Dependent Schrödinger Equation

We seek the time-dependent wavefunction, Ψ(t), for the electronic system (note that the

wavefunction also depends on the electronic coordinates, but we use the notation Ψ(t) ≡

Ψ(r1, . . . , rN , t) for simplicity). It can be found by solving the time-dependent Schrödinger

equation (TDSE),

ĤΨ(t) = i
∂

∂t
Ψ(t) , (2.39)

where the Hamiltonian is now time-dependent also (c.f. Eq. (2.18)), i.e.

Ĥ = T̂e + V̂e-e + V̂ext(t) . (2.40)

V̂ext(t) includes, e.g., the nuclear attraction in addition to any externally applied potential,

V̂ext(t) =
∑
i

vext(ri, t) . (2.41)

In order to solve Eq. (2.39), we require knowledge of the initial state of the system. We may

assume that the system starts in the ground-state, but as discussed in Section 2.2, a many-

electron, ground-state wavefunction is difficult to calculate, let alone determine its propagation

in time. Time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) is the time-dependent counterpart

to DFT, which provides an efficient, wavefunction-free method for simulating the dynamics

and properties of any given system. The density matrix formalism of quantum mechanics

also provides an alternative to the wavefunction-based TDSE and is useful for describing the

dynamics of few-level systems.
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2.3.2 Density Matrix Formalism

We define the matrix representation of an operator, Â, as

Amn =
⟨
ψm

∣∣∣ Â ∣∣∣ψn

⟩
, (2.42)

where {ψn} is a complete set of orthonormal wavefunctions. We then expand the time-

dependent, N -electron wavefunction as

Ψ(t) =
∑
n

cn(t)ψn , (2.43)

where cn(t) is the time-dependent probability amplitude that the system is in the eigenstate

ψn.

The density operator is defined as

ρ̂(t) = Ψ(t)Ψ∗(t) , (2.44)

which is simply the probability of finding the N electrons in positions r1, . . . , rN at time t.

From Eqs. (2.42) and (2.43), it can be shown that the matrix elements of the density operator

are

ρmn(t) = cm(t)c∗n(t) , (2.45)

Note that the diagonal elements are

ρnn(t) = |cn(t)|2 , (2.46)

which is the probability that the system is in eigenstate ψn at time t (also known as the

population of the state). The off-diagonal elements do not have a straightforward physical

interpretation, but we can see that ρmn will be nonzero only if ψm and ψn are ‘populated’ in

that their coefficients, cm(t) and cn(t), must both be nonzero. ρnm is, therefore, said to give

the ‘coherence’ between eigenstates m and n and is related to the ‘mixing’ of these levels within

Ψ(t). From Eq. (2.45), it is also clear that the density matrix is Hermitian:

ρnm(t) = ρ∗mn(t) . (2.47)

Provided Ψ(t) is normalised, we have that ⟨Ψ(t)|Ψ(t)⟩ = 1 so from Eq. (2.43) it can be
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shown that

∑
n

|cn(t)|2 = 1 . (2.48)

Eq. (2.48) implies that the total population is conserved. It is easy to show that this requires

the trace (sum of diagonal elements) of the density matrix to be unity:

tr (ρ(t)) ≡
∑
n

ρnn(t) (2.49)

= 1 . (2.50)

Usefully, the expectation value, A(t), of any operator, Â, at time t reduces to

A(t) =
⟨
Ψ(t)

∣∣∣ Â ∣∣∣Ψ(t)
⟩

(2.51)

=
∑
nm

ρnm(t)Amn (2.52)

= tr (ρ(t)A) . (2.53)

Further, by substituting Eq. (2.43) into the TDSE (Eq. (2.39)), we arrive at the following

density matrix expression of the TDSE, which is known as the von Neumann equation of motion

or the master equation,

ρ̇ = −i [H ,ρ] , (2.54)

where the commutator is [
Â , B̂

]
= ÂB̂ − B̂Â , (2.55)

Hence, by integrating Eq. (2.54), we can get ρ(t) and then from Eq. (2.53) we can determine

the time-dependent nature of any observable.

Note that while Eq. (2.54) is a direct reformulation of the TDSE, it is also possible to include

phenomenological effects which may not be easily incorporated into the system Hamiltonian. An

example might be photoionisation, where population transfers out of the system, or spontaneous

emission where the population transfers between states. The following is a simple model where

the matrix, Γ, contains damping coefficients,

ρ̇ = −i [H ,ρ]− Γ ◦
(
ρ− ρ(eq)

)
, (2.56)

where ◦ is the element-wise matrix multiplication operator and ρ(eq) is the equilibrium value

of the density matrix. In Eq. (2.56), it is worth noting that, depending on the choice of Γ and

ρ(eq), the conservation of population (Eq. (2.48)) may be violated (which may, however, be the
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desired effect).

2.3.3 Time-Dependent DFT and Linear Response

In TDDFT, we wish to solve the TDSE in Eq. (2.39) by means of the one-electron density,

which is now time-dependent (c.f. Eq. (2.27)),

ρ(r, t) = N

∫
|Ψ(r, r2, . . . , rN , t)|2 dr2 . . . drN . (2.57)

In Section 2.2.2, we mentioned that ground state DFT is founded on the Hohenberg-

Kohn theorem which gives a unique mapping between the external potential, vext(r), and

the one-electron density, ρ(r). Similarly, in TDDFT the Runge-Gross theorem gives a one-to-

one mapping between the time-dependent potential, vext(r, t), and the density, ρ(r, t), where

the N -electron wavefunction, Ψ(r1, . . . , rN , t) evolves from the ground state wavefunction,

ΨGS(r1, . . . , rN ) (or, indeed, any fixed initial state). Thus, any time-dependent observable

may be represented in terms of the density.

In the Kohn-Sham scheme we again represent the N -electron wavefunction as a Slater de-

terminant (c.f. Eq. (2.26)) with a set of time-dependent orbitals, {φi(r, t)}, so that the density

can be written as

ρ(r, t) =
∑
i

|φi(r, t)|2 . (2.58)

Analogously to Eq. (2.36) in KS-DFT, each of the orbitals obey the following time-dependent

KS equation (from the TDSE, Eq. (2.39)),

ĤKSφi(r, t) = i
∂

∂t
φi(r, t) , (2.59)

where ĤKS is the time-dependent KS Hamiltonian (c.f. Eq. (2.37)),

ĤKS = −∇2

2
+ vH[ρ](r, t) + vext(r, t) + vxc[ρ](r, t) , (2.60)

where

vH[ρ](r, t) =

∫
ρ(r′, t)

|r − r′|
dr′ (2.61)

is the time-dependent Hartree potential and vxc[ρ](r, t) is the time-dependent exchange-

correlation potential which in practice must be approximated.

While directly solving the time-dependent Kohn-Sham equations in Eq. (2.59) is feasible

(we call this framework real-time TDDFT (RT-TDDFT)), it is often computationally demand-

ing, especially for large systems. Nevertheless, obtaining a fully time-resolved description of

the system dynamics may be necessary to model certain phenomena such as high harmonic
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generation where short, intense laser pulses are involved which cause large fluctuations in the

electron density. Indeed, several implementations of RT-TDDFT do exist such as in the pop-

ular Octopus [63] and NWChem [64] codes. On the other hand, if the incident radiation is

relatively weak (such as in the case of most optical absorption experiments), then the electron

density varies only a small amount from the ground state density and one may consider the

linear response (LR) regime which directly yields frequency-dependent observables.

Now, the absorption of light in a material can be described by the imaginary part of its

macroscopic dielectric function, ϵM (see Section 2.1), which may be obtained by an appropriate

averaging of the microscopic dielectric function which is given by

ϵ−1(r, r′, t− t′) = δ(r − r′)δ(t− t′) +

∫
1

|r − r′′|
χ(r′, r′′, t− t′)dr′′ . (2.62)

χ is the (linear) density-density response of the system to the external potential, vext(r, t),

defined via

δρ(r, t) =

∫∫
χ(r, r′, t− t′)vext(r

′, t′)dt′dr′ , (2.63)

and describes the first-order perturbation to the electron density.

From Eq. (2.60), the total, time-dependent potential felt by the Kohn Sham system is

veff(r, t) = vH[ρ](r, t) + vxc[ρ](r, t) + vext(r, t) . (2.64)

Analogously to Eq. (2.63), the perturbation to the KS electron density is then given by

δρ(r, t) =

∫∫
χ0(r, r

′, t− t′)veff(r
′, t′)dt′dr′ , (2.65)

where χ0(r, r
′, t− t′) is known as the non-interacting density-density response, as it describes

the response of the non-interacting, artificial KS system to the effective, average KS potential,

veff(r, t).

It can be shown that χ0 may be written as a sum of independent transitions from valence

to conduction states, in the following Lehmann representation,

χ0(r, r
′, ω) =

∑
i,j

fi − fj
ω − (ϵj − ϵi) + iη

φ∗
i (r)φj(r)φ

∗
j (r

′)φi(r
′) , (2.66)

where {φi(r)} are the Kohn-Sham orbitals obtained by solving the ground state KS equations

in Eq. (2.36), fi is the occupation number of φi, and the limit η → 0+ should be taken. In

practice, however, η is taken to be finite in order to broaden the spectra to match experimental

data, representing phenomenological damping caused by external interactions (in this case, η is

known as the damping term). The original, exact density-density response can then be found
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via χ0 by the following Dyson-like equation,

χ(r, r′, t− t′) = χ0(r, r
′, t− t′)

+

∫∫∫∫
χ0(r, r1, t− t1)K(r1, r2, t1 − t2)χ(r2, r

′, t2 − t′)dt1dr1dt2dr2 , (2.67)

where K is the kernel given by

K(r, r′, t− t′) =
1

|r − r′|
δ(t− t′) + fxc(r, r

′, t− t′) , (2.68)

where fxc is the exchange-correlation kernel (analogous to Eq. (2.38)) given formally by

fxc(r, r
′, t− t′) =

δvxc[ρ](r, t)

δρ(r′, t′)

∣∣∣∣
ρ=ρGS

, (2.69)

which is evaluated at the ground state density, ρGS(r). As in ground state DFT, the choice of

the exchange-correlation kernel determines the accuracy of the results obtained.

Within TDDFT, there exist several approximations governed by the choice of kernel. In

particular, for no kernel (K = 0), we have simply from Eq. (2.68) that χ = χ0 which is just the

case of the non-interacting KS system of Eq. (2.66). This is known as the independent-particle

(IP) approximation. If we keep the first term in Eq. (2.68) (the bare Coulomb part), but set

fxc = 0, then this approximation is known as the random-phase-approximation (RPA).

In general, fxc will have a non-local spatial dependence and will also depend on the entire

history of the system in time. However, the adiabatic approximation has proved to be very

popular and is the most widely applied. In this approximation, vxc[ρ](r, t) is taken simply to

be the time-independent potential vxc[ρ](r) in Eq. (2.38), evaluated at the instantaneous value

of the density, ρ(r, t). Most commonly, the adiabatic approximation is used in conjunction

with the ground state LDA potential, yielding the adiabatic LDA (ALDA) approximation.

Despite the popularity of the ALDA, there are certain systems where such an approximation

fails, particularly in the case of semiconductors with strong electron-hole interactions (excitonic

effects). In this case, one must resort to a higher level of theory than TDDFT such as the Bethe-

Salpeter equation (BSE) from MBPT, or use more complicated exchange-correlation potentials

such as those derived from the BSE [65, 66].

2.3.4 Periodic Systems

Part of our work shall focus on the optical properties of solids which can be considered as

periodic arrays of atoms which form a crystalline structure. In general, the solid is treated as

an infinite array which poses a problem from a practical point of view as we cannot perform

a DFT calculation on an infinite number of atoms. In this section, we reformulate the Kohn-
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Sham wavefunctions and TDDFT equations into reciprocal space to make use of the system’s

periodicity and reduce computational effort.

The positions of the sites of the atoms within the structure are given by the direct lattice

vectors

R = n1a1 + n2a2 + n3a3 , (2.70)

where the {ni} are integers and {ai} are called the primitive vectors which span the real

space. The set of all such lattice vectors forms what is called the Bravais lattice. The unit

cell is the region of space enclosed by the parallelepiped formed by the primitive vectors and

contains atoms lying on its sides, corners or centre. The crystal structure can then be formed

by translating the unit cell by integer amounts in the primitive vector directions.

Since the atoms are positioned periodically via the direct lattice vectors R, the external

potential generated by the nuclei, vext(r), must also share the same periodicity, i.e.

vext(r +R) = vext(r) . (2.71)

The reciprocal lattice is defined as the set of all wave vectors, G, corresponding to plane waves

with the same periodicity as the Bravais lattice. The reciprocal lattice vectors are defined as

G = m1b1 +m2b2 +m3b3 , (2.72)

where {mi} are integers and {bi} are the reciprocal lattice basis vectors which span the whole

reciprocal space:

b1 = 2π
a2 × a3

Ωcell
, (2.73a)

b2 = 2π
a3 × a1

Ωcell
, (2.73b)

b3 = 2π
a1 × a2

Ωcell
. (2.73c)

where Ωcell is the volume of the unit cell in direct space. The equivalent of the unit cell in

reciprocal space is called the Brillouin zone (BZ).

By Bloch’s theorem, we can express the energy eigenstates of an electron of momentum, |k|,

in the periodic field (Eq. (2.71)) by an expansion of plane waves,

ψnk(r) =
1√
Ωcell

∑
G

cn,k+Ge
i(k+G)·r , (2.74)

where the cn,k+G are the expansion coefficients, to be determined. For given k, the energy of

the Bloch wave in state n is εnk: by considering the energy as a function of k, εn(k), we can

build up an energy profile of the crystal structure, which is normally depicted in band diagrams.
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Since the orbitals in Eq. (2.74) now depend on the wave vectors, k, any observables are

given by integrating over all reciprocal space in the BZ. For example, the density in Eq. (2.34)

becomes 2

ρ(r) =
∑
n

∫
BZ

|φnk(r)|2dk , (2.75)

and the total energy will be

E =
∑
n

∫
BZ

εnkdk . (2.76)

In practice, these integrals are calculated numerically involving a sum over a chosen subset

of wave vectors (also called k-points) in the BZ. This is known as k-point sampling. The total

energy is usually converged by using more vectors in the sum: several methods exist so as to

reduce the number of vectors required whilst maintaining accuracy, by ‘intelligently’ sampling

the reciprocal space based on the symmetry of the BZ. The simplest is the Monkhorst-Pack

method which samples over an equally spaced grid in the BZ.

We also note that in calculating the orbitals in Eq. (2.74), we need to sum over an infinite

number of reciprocal lattice vectors, G. In order to truncate the summation, we sum over all

plane waves with kinetic energy less than Ecut, i.e. those satisfying

1

2
|k +G|2 < Ecut , (2.77)

which yields a finite number, Nbasis, of plane wave basis functions in the calculation of the

orbitals and hence the total energy. The energy is then converged by increasing the number of

basis functions (i.e. by increasing Ecut).

Since an electronic wavefunction in a given state must be orthonormal to the wavefunctions

in all other states, there appear a large number of oscillations in the wavefunction form, espe-

cially for atoms with many electrons which, in turn, requires a large number of plane waves in

the expansion. As a method of reducing Nbasis, we neglect a number of core (or inner) electrons

and introduce a modified nuclear potential called a pseudopotential (PP) which matches the

true potential after some cut-off radius, rcut, but is made softer for r < rcut whilst retaining the

effective Coulomb potential of the neglected electrons. As well as reducing the total number of

electrons treated in the system, the introduction of PPs reduces Nbasis and significantly reduces

the computation time of periodic DFT calculations.

In the time-dependent framework, the response functions depend on two spatial coordinates

2The summations,
∑

n, are over occupied states unless otherwise stated.
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as well as time. Similarly to Eq. (2.74), we can expand, e.g., χ(r, r′, t− t′) in plane waves as

χ(r, r′, ω) =
1√
Ωcell

∫
BZ

∑
GG′

ei(q+G)·rχGG′(q, ω)e−i(q+G′)·r′
dq , (2.78)

where q is a vector in the BZ (the Bloch vector of the incident radiation) and χGG′(q, ω) are

the Fourier coefficients given by

χGG′(q, ω) ≡ χ(q +G, q +G′, ω) (2.79)

=

∫∫∫
e−i(q+G)·rχ(r, r′, t− t′)ei(q+G′)·r′

e−iω(t−t′)drdr′dt . (2.80)

In this form, the non-interacting response function from Eq. (2.66) is written as

χ0
GG′(q, ω) =

1√
Ωcell

∫
BZ

∑
i,j

fik − fjk+q

ω − (ϵjk+q − ϵik) + iη
× (2.81)

⟨
ψik

∣∣∣ e−i(q+G)·r
∣∣∣ψjk+q

⟩⟨
ψik

∣∣∣ ei(q+G)·r′
∣∣∣ψjk+q

⟩
dk , (2.82)

and Eq. (2.67), which relates the full-interacting response, becomes

χGG′(q, ω) = χ0
GG′(q, ω) +

∑
G1G2

χ0
GG1

(q, ω)KG1G2(q, ω)χG2G′(q, ω) . (2.83)

The kernel from Eq. (2.68) may be written as

KGG′(q, ω) = v(q +G)δGG′ +Kxc
GG′(q, ω) , (2.84)

where

v(q +G) =
4π

|q +G|2
, (2.85)

is the Coulomb potential in reciprocal space and Kxc
GG′(q, ω) is the Fourier representation of

the exchange-correlation kernel, Eq. (2.69).

Now, the microscopic dielectric function from Eq. (2.62) becomes

ϵ−1
GG′(q, ω) = δGG′ +

4π

|q +G|2
χGG′(q, ω) , (2.86)

and it can be shown that the macroscopic dielectric function is simply the G = 0 component

of the above, i.e.,

ϵM(q, ω) =
1

ϵ−1
G=G′=0(q, ω)

. (2.87)

For optical absorption, we need only consider the case of vanishing momentum q → 0 (known
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as the optical limit). We define

ϵM(ω) = lim
q→0

ϵM(q, ω) , (2.88)

and then the absorption is defined by the imaginary part of ϵM as in Eq. (2.13).

We shall later on be investigating absorption spectra of isolated systems: by this we mean

that the system is not periodic in one or more directions. This could, e.g., be a molecule, a

nanotube/wire or (in the case of this thesis) a two-dimensional monolayer. In practice, the unit

cells must then have sufficient ‘vacuum distance’ in the non-periodic directions to avoid spurious

interactions with neighbouring cells. However, clearly as the unit cell fills with vacuum, the

imaginary part of the dielectric function will tend to zero. It is, therefore, preferable to examine

rather than Abs (which will depend on the unit cell size), the polarisability which we define as

α(ω) =
Ωnon-per

4π
(ϵM(ω)− 1) , (2.89)

where Ωnon-per is the unit cell ‘volume’ in the non-periodic direction. E.g., in the case of a

molecule (0D system), this will be a volume; an area in the case of a nanowire (1D system);

and a length in the case of a monolayer (2D system). In this way, a constant proportionality is

assured so that α is independent of the amount of vacuum distance (see, e.g., Ref. [67]).

2.3.5 Quasi-Particles and The Bethe-Salpeter Equation

In Sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.4, we described how to simulate the linear response of the electronic

density to a small perturbation within the framework of TDDFT, from which one can obtain

the optical spectra of solids. In principle, TDDFT provides an exact method for describing

so-called neutral excitations where the total number of electrons in the system is conserved

(such as is the case of optical absorption). However, the common approximations used for

the exchange-correlation potential, vxc, in TDDFT often results in poor optical spectra for

many semiconductors when compared with experiment. The failure of such approximations

of vxc is often attributed to their inability to describe electron-hole (e-h) interactions (so-

called ‘excitonic’ effects) which are important processes in describing the absorption of light

in semiconductors. In this section we introduce the concept of quasi-particles and many-body

perturbation theory: the reader is referred to Refs. [57, 59–62] for detailed discussions and

derivations.

Now, as described in Section 2.3.3, TDDFT is formulated around reforming the many-

electron wavefunction into an electron density composed of one-electron, non-interacting wave-

functions in an effective potential. In order to describe, e.g., e-h interactions which involve

the correlated movement of two particles, one often turns instead to many-body perturbation
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theory (MBPT). In MBPT, rather than the electron interacting strongly with every other elec-

tron via the (bare) Coulomb potential, it is viewed as a ‘screened’ electron, surrounded by a

‘cloud’ of other electrons. In such a picture, the screened electron is called a quasi-particle and

will interact much more weakly with other quasi-particles via a screened Coulomb potential

when compared with the respective, unscreened electrons. These quasi-particles will, of course,

exhibit different properties to the bare electrons and will, therefore, possess different energies

and wavefunctions which may be obtained by solving the following quasi-particle equation,

ĥ0(r)Ψi(r, ω) +

∫
Σ(r, r′, ω)Ψi(r

′, ω)dr′ = Ei(ω)Ψi(r, ω) , (2.90)

where

ĥ0(r) = −1

2
∇2 + vext(r) + vH(r) (2.91)

is the Hamiltonian of the bare electron interacting with the external potential, vext(r), and the

Hartree potential, vH(r), and Σ is the self-energy which contains the exchange and correlation

effects of the quasi-particle associated with the MBPT. This one-particle equation is similar to

the KS-DFT equation with Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.37), with the important difference that, as

opposed to the exchange-correlation potential vxc in DFT, Σ is non-local. The self-energy is

also energy-dependent and, in general, non-Hermitian.

It can be shown that the solution to Eq. (2.90) may be related to a Green’s function (GF),

the notion of which we shall briefly discuss. If |N⟩ is the ground state of a system of N

interacting particles, then the time-ordered, single-particle GF is defined as

G(1, 2) = −i
⟨
N
∣∣ T [ψ(1)ψ†(2)

] ∣∣N⟩ , (2.92)

where ψ and ψ† are the creation and annihilation field operators which add or subtract a particle

from the system respectively. The symbol, (i), represents the position coordinates ri and time,

ti (i.e. G(1, 2) ≡ G(r1, t1, r2, t2)). T is the time-ordered product given by

T [A(t1)B(t2)] =

 A(t1)B(t2) t1 > t2

−B(t2)A(t1) t1 < t2

. (2.93)

Eq. (2.92), therefore, describes the propagation of an electron created at position r2, time

t2 to position r1 at time t1 provided t1 > t2. Conversely, if t2 > t1 then it describes the

propagation of a hole. It can be shown that the GF may be written in its spectral form as

G(r, r′, ω) =
∑
i

Ψi(r, ω)Ψ
∗
i (r

′, ω)

ω − Ei(ω)
, (2.94)
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so that the poles of the GF are the quasi-particle energies, or the electron addition and removal

energies. The GFs approach is, therefore, a natural way to model photoemission experiments

where electrons are ejected from the system: indeed, the imaginary part of G is called the

spectral function and is related to photoemission spectra.

In practice, it can be shown that the GF can be found by solving the following Dyson

equation,

G(1, 2) = G0(1, 2) +

∫
G0(1, 3)Σ(3, 4)G(4, 2)d(34) , (2.95)

where G0 is the non-interacting GF associated with the solution of Eq. (2.90) with Σ = 0 (i.e.,

the equation describing the bare electrons in the Hartree potential). Its spectral representation

is

G0(r, r′, ω) =
∑
i

φi(r)φ
∗
i (r

′)

ω − ϵi
, (2.96)

where the {φi, ϵi} are the non-interacting electron orbitals and energies (e.g. from KS-DFT).

A common approximation for the self-energy is the so-called GW (or G0W0) approximation

where Σ = G0W0 where W0 is the screened Coulomb interaction, W0 = ϵ−1v (i.e. the bare

Coulomb potential, ‘screened’ by the dielectric function, ϵ).

Now, while the method above describes very well phenomena involving one-particle excita-

tions, the e-h interactions mentioned at the start of this chapter clearly involve two-particle

excitations. Similarly, they can be described via the two-particle GF,

G(1, 2, 3, 4) = −
⟨
N
∣∣ T [ψ(1)ψ(3)ψ†(4)ψ†(2)

] ∣∣N⟩ . (2.97)

In particular, the independent-particle polarisability, L0, for the e-h describes the propaga-

tion of the electron and the hole independently and is given by

L0(1, 2, 3, 4) = iG(1, 3)G(4, 2) . (2.98)

The interacting polarisability, L̄, is then given by the following Dyson equation (analogous

to Eq. (2.67)) which is known as the Bethe-Salpeter Equation (BSE),

L̄(1, 2, 3, 4) = L0(1, 2, 3, 4) +

∫
L0(1, 2, 3, 4)Ξ(5, 6, 7, 8)L̄(7, 8, 3, 4)d(5678) , (2.99)

where Ξ is the BSE kernel,

Ξ = δ(5, 6)δ(7, 8)v̄(5, 7) + i
δΣ(5, 7)

δG(6, 8)
, (2.100)

and v̄ is the Coulomb potential.

It can be shown that the macroscopic dielectric function is given via the two-point contrac-
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tion of L̄, i.e.

ϵM(ω) = 1− lim
q→0

v(q)

∫
eiq·(r−r′)L̄(r, r, r′, r′, ω)drdr′ . (2.101)

L̄(r, r, r′, r′, ω) may be obtained by assuming that the electron and the hole propagate simul-

taneously (i.e. an e-h pair created in (1) and annihilated in (3): L̄(r, r, r′, r′, ω) ≡ L̄(1 =

2, 3 = 4)) and by considering time translational invariance so that we can now omit the

time-dependence from the variables (i) and take the Fourier transform in time such that now

L̄(1, 2, 3, 4) becomes L̄(r1, r2, r3, r4, ω).

In order to solve Eq. (2.99), we first change the basis into pairs of KS orbitals and transform

L̄ into momentum space to get

L̄ nn′k
mm′k′

(ω) =

∫
L̄(r1, r2, r3, r4, ω)φnk(r1)φ

∗
n′k(r2)φ

∗
mk′(r3)φm′k′(r4)dr1dr2dr3dr4 . (2.102)

It can then be shown that the BSE in Eq. (2.99) may be expressed as the following eigenvalue

problem,

H nn′k
mm′k′

Aλ
mm′k′ = EλA

λ
nn′k , (2.103)

where H nn′k
mm′k′

is the Hamiltonian,

H nn′k
mm′k′

= (ϵnk − ϵn′k)δnmδn′m′δkk′ + (fnk − fn′k)Ξ nn′k
mm′k′

, (2.104)

where ϵnk and fnk are the energies and occupation values of the KS state φnk(r). Note that

Eq. (2.104) only includes positive frequency transitions and is known as the resonant part of

the Hamiltonian. Ξ nn′k
mm′k′

is the BSE kernel (Eq. (2.100)) expressed in the new basis and where

we have used the GW approximation for the self-energy:

Ξ nn′k
mm′k′

=W nn′k
mm′k′

− 2V̄ nn′k
mm′k′

, (2.105)

where

V̄ nn′k
mm′k′

=
1

Ω

∑
G ̸=0

v(G)
⟨
n′k

∣∣ eiG·r ∣∣nk⟩ ⟨mk′
∣∣∣ e−iG′·r

∣∣∣m′k′
⟩

(2.106)

describes the e-h exchange effects (from the Hartree potential), and

W nn′k
mm′k′

=
1

Ω

∑
G,G′

v(q +G)ϵ−1
GG′(q)

⟨
n′k

∣∣∣ ei(q+G)·r
∣∣∣m′k′

⟩⟨
mk′

∣∣∣ e−i(q+G′)·r
∣∣∣nk⟩ δq k−k′

(2.107)

describes the e-h interaction via the screened Coulomb potential. ϵ−1
GG′ is the microscopic

dielectric function of Eq. (2.86) at ω = 0 (static screening).
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Finally, it can then be shown that the macroscopic dielectric function, Eq. (2.101), becomes

ϵM(ω) = 1− lim
q→0

8π

|q|2Ω
∑
nn′k

mm′k′

⟨
nk − q

∣∣ e−iq·r ∣∣n′k⟩ ⟨m′k′ ∣∣ eiq·r ∣∣mk′ − q
⟩∑

λ

Aλ
n′nk

(
Aλ

m′mk′

)∗
ω − Eλ

.

(2.108)

2.3.6 The Time-Dependent Bethe-Salpeter Equation

In Sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.5, we have shown how the optical absorption spectra of solids may

be obtained via TDDFT and the BSE (from MBPT). In both cases, we considered only the

linear response (LR), where the electronic system responds to a weak perturbation, yielding

directly the frequency-dependent macroscopic dielectric function. However, clearly these LR

methods do not allow one to probe non-linear effects in the system via, e.g., strong, short-

pulse laser interactions. Of course, one can go beyond the LR-TDDFT by solving the TDDFT

equations of Section 2.3.3 in real-time such as implemented, e.g., in the Octopus code [63].

However, as discussed in the previous section, one must include many-body effects to model

important electron-hole interactions in semiconductors, which cannot be easily incorporated

into the TDDFT scheme. One should, therefore, prefer a real-time implementation of the BSE

in order to describe such interactions for non-linear phenomena. Indeed, this approach (named

the time-dependent BSE (TD-BSE)) is described in Ref. [68] and implemented (alongside the

standard LR-TDDFT and LR-BSE methods) in the Yambo code [59].

We wish to solve the time evolution of a system responding to an external field, including

many-body effects. As described in the previous chapter, the many-body effects are modelled

using the Green’s function, G(r1, t1, r2, t2) (see Eq. (2.92)). In a similar way as in Eq. (2.102),

we define the GF in momentum space choosing as a basis the KS orbitals:

Gn1n2k(t1, t2) =

∫
φ∗
n1k(r1)G(r1, t1, r2, t2)φn2k(r2)dr1dr2 . (2.109)

For notation purposes, we also define [Gk(t1, t2)]n1n2 ≡ Gn1n2k. Notice that we explicitly

include the time variables here: as we are interested in non-equilibrium phenomena, the time-

translation invariance is broken and so we cannot define a single frequency, ω, by means of the

Fourier transform as in Eq. (2.102). We, hence, define the advanced (Ga), retarded (Gr), lesser

(G<) and greater (G>) GFs which depend on the ordering of t1 and t2.

We define the Hamiltonian

Ĥ = ĥ+ Ĥmb + Û , (2.110)

which composes of Û which describes the interaction with the externally applied field, Ĥmb
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which describes the many-body effects, and the KS Hamiltonian, ĥ, (see Eq. (2.37))

ĥ = −
∑
i

∇2
i

2
+ V̂ ext(r) + V̂ H [ρ̃] + V̂ xc[ρ̃] , (2.111)

where V̂ ext represents the interaction of the electrons with the nuclei, and V̂ H and V̂ xc are

the Hartree and exchange-correlation potentials. ρ̃ is the electron density of the system at

equilibrium (Û = 0),

ρ̃ =
∑
nk

fnk|φnk(r)|2 , (2.112)

where fnk are the Kohn-Sham occupation numbers.

The dynamics of the GF (namely the lesser and greater GFs) may be found by solving

the so-called Kadanoff-Baym equations (KBEs) [69]. We first introduce some approximations.

In particular, for the self-energy in Ĥmb we choose the Coulomb-hole plus screened-exchange

(COHSEX) approximation, ΣCOHSEX = ΣCOH +ΣSEX. ΣCOH is given by

ΣCOH(r, r′, t) = −1

2
W (r, r′;G<)δ(r − r′) , (2.113)

where W (r, r′;G<) is the screened Coulomb interaction (within the static GW approximation)

and ΣSEX is given by

ΣSEX(r, r′, t) = iW (r, r′;G<)G<(r, r′, t) . (2.114)

The G0W0 correction to the KS eigenvalues are included via a scissor operator, ∆h,

∆hn1n2,k = (En1k − ϵn1k) δn1n2 , (2.115)

where Enk are the G0W0 quasi-particle energies (see Eq. (2.90)) and ϵnk are the KS eigenvalues.

It may then be shown that the KBEs can be reduced to solving the following differential

equation for G< [68],

∂

∂t
G<

n1n2k
(t) = −i

[
hk +∆hk +Uk + V H

k [ρ]− V H
k [ρ̃]

+ΣCOHSEX
k [G<]−ΣCOHSEX

k [G̃<],G<
k (t)

]
n1n2

, (2.116)

where

ρ(r, t) = i
∑

n1n2k

φn1k(r)φ
∗
n2k(r)G

<
n2n1k

(t) , (2.117)

where G<
n2n1k

(t) ≡ G<
n2n1k

(t, t) is the time-diagonal lesser GF with t = (t1 + t2)/2 and

G̃<
nn′k = ifnkδnn′ (2.118)
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is the equilibrium solution for Û = 0. In Eq. (2.116), hn1n2k, Un1n1k, V
H
n1n2k

and ΣCOHSEX
n1n2k

are the KS, external, Hartree and self-energy potentials (as in Eqs. (2.110), (2.111), (2.113)

and (2.114)) expressed in the KS orbital basis (see Eq. (2.109)). Note the similarities of

Eq. (2.116) with the master equation in density matrix theory (Eq. (2.54)).

For the external interaction Û , we use the dipole approximation

Û = −r ·E(t) , (2.119)

where E(t) is a homogeneous electric field. It can then be shown that the time-dependent

polarisation is given by

P (t) = − 1

Ω

∑
nmk

rmnkG
<
nmk(t) , (2.120)

where rnmk are the dipole matrix elements, rmnk = ⟨mk | r |nk⟩. The frequency-dependent

susceptibility may then be obtained by taking the Fourier transform of P (t) (see Eq. (2.3)),

χe(ω) =
P (ω)

E(ω)
. (2.121)



Chapter 3

The Projected Equations of Motion

(PEOM) Method

3.1 Introduction

In Ref. [23] a method is developed for modelling the interaction between a semiconducting

quantum dot (SQD) and a metal nanoparticle (MNP) under illumination (see Section 4.1).

In this model, the SQD is treated as a two-level atomic-like system using the density matrix

formalism of quantum mechanics (see Section 2.3.2) while the MNP is treated via classical

electrodynamics by knowledge of its frequency-dependent, bulk dielectric constant. Due to

quantum confinement effects, the SQD responds strongly at its exciton frequency and so a

two-level model adequately describes the dynamics (see, e.g., Ref. [70]).

The dynamics of the two systems are then coupled through the externally applied field

using a dipole-dipole approximation. The dynamics of this hybrid complex can be solved

analytically within the so-called rotating wave approximation (RWA). This analytical solution

is valid provided the applied field is a slowly-varying monochromatic pulse of frequency close

to the frequency gap of the SQD. Moreover, close to this frequency, the frequency-dependent

dipole moment of the MNP is assumed to be much broader than that of the SQD which is

inherently narrow due to its two-level nature and relatively long dephasing times. As it stands,

the solution will not hold for ultrafast pulse excitation which is an area of current interest for

such systems. Further, if the SQD is replaced with, e.g., a semiconducting monolayer (or any

other large electronic system), the two-level quantum description will not suffice and the profile

of the MNP response function can no longer be considered ‘broad’. Therefore, the method

should be generalised to lift the restrictive approximations commonly used, giving rise to the
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proposed project equations of motion (PEOM) approach.

The bulk of this chapter and the subsequent Chapter 4 is adapted from the paper, “Pro-

jected equations of motion approach to hybrid quantum/classical dynamics in dielectric-metal

composites” of which RM is the first author [71].

3.2 Derivation

In order to introduce the PEOM method, we consider a general composite comprising two

isolated subsystems in a vacuum: a primary system (PS) and a secondary system (SS). The

dynamics of the SS shall be solved by a set of PEOMs which are fitted from its frequency-

dependent polarisability. This polarisability may arise from classical or quantum simulations,

analytical approximations or from experiment. On the other hand, the dynamics of the PS shall

be solved within the remits of any given time-dependent theory: this may be, e.g., quantum

mechanics in the form of TDDFT, classical electrodynamics, or indeed even by a further set of

PEOMs. For example, in the case of the SQD-MNP system in Ref. [23], the SQD would be the

PS, whose dynamics are solved by the density matrix master equation while the MNP would

be the SS whose frequency-dependent polarisability is described analytically from classical elec-

trodynamics. The two systems shall then be coupled through an external field.

Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram showing the dipole-dipole interaction between the primary system
(PS) and the secondary system (SS), separated by a distance R. When an external
field, EEXT, is applied, a dipole moment, pPS, is induced in the PS, generating a field.
The SS thus experiences this dipole field in addition to the external field, and we denote
the total field felt by the SS as ESS. Similarly, due to ESS, a dipole field is generated
in the SS which is in turn felt by the PS in addition to EEXT, and we denote the total
field felt by the PS as EPS. In this way, the PS and SS dynamics are coupled through
the external field.

We consider the PS and SS to be separated by some distance, R, with the unit vector,

n̂, pointing along the line of separation. An external field, EEXT(t) ≡ EEXT(t)ê, is applied

which induces a dipole-dipole interaction between the two systems as described in Fig. 3.1. To
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simplify the notation, we assume that the PS and SS are isotropic media so that their dipole

moments are along ê. For the generalisation to the anisotropic case see Appendix A.1. The

fields felt by the PS and SS are then, respectively [23, 72, 73],

EPS(t) = EEXT(t) +
pSS(t)

R3
g , (3.1a)

ESS(t) = EEXT(t) +
pPS(t)

R3
g , (3.1b)

where pSS(t) (pPS(t)) is the total dipole moment of the SS (PS), and

g = 3n̂ (ê · n̂)− ê . (3.2)

The acquisition of the time-dependent dipole moment of the PS, pPS(t), depends on the

chosen theory: e.g., within TDDFT (see Section 2.3.3), the dipole moment would be

pPS(t) =

∫
rρ(r, t)dr , (3.3)

where ρ(r, t) is found by solving the Kohn-Sham EOMs in Eq. (2.59) and using Eq. (2.57).

Similarly, within density matrix theory (see Section 2.3.2), we have

pPS(t) = tr (ρ(t)µ) , (3.4)

where µ is the transition dipole moment operator matrix and ρ(t) is found by solving the master

equation of motion (Eq. (2.56)).

For the SS, rather than calculate the dipole moment explicitly, we assume that its frequency

dependent polarisability, α(ω), is already known. This may have been previously obtained,

however, from ab initio calculations similar to the PS, or from experimental data or classical

approximations. Its dipole moment can then be described via (see Section 2.1)

pSS(ω) = α(ω)ESS(ω) . (3.5)

In the time domain, however, the dipole moment is written in terms of the response function

α(t), as

pSS(t) =

∫ t

−∞
α(t− t′)ESS(t

′)dt′ . (3.6)

Now, the EOMs that determine pPS(t) depend on EPS(t) which in turn depends on pSS(t) from

Eq. (3.1a). They are generally solved using an iterative algorithm, where the time domain is

split into a set of discrete points. However, computing the integral in Eq. (3.6) at each time-step

in the solution is cumbersome and the values of ESS(t) and α(t) for each time-step must be
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held in memory which may not be feasible for long simulations.

In Ref. [74], a method (originally devised for memory kernels in the Generalised Langevin

Equation) is presented for avoiding the memory-dependent time-convolution inherent in

Eq. (3.6). Inspired by this, we introduce N complex auxiliary degrees of freedom, {sk(t)}

which satisfy the following projected equations of motion (PEOMs)

ṡk = − (γk + iωk) sk + iESS(t) for k = 1, 2, . . . , N . (3.7)

We then state that pSS(t) can be written as

pSS(t) ≈
N∑

k=1

ckRe [sk(t)] , (3.8)

so that the memory-dependent integral in Eq. (3.6) is replaced with an expansion over the

functions sk which are found by solving the differential equations in Eq. (3.7). As these differ-

ential equations no longer contain a time-convolution (i.e., they are “memoryless”), they can

be efficiently integrated using, e.g., the same iterative algorithm as for the PS EOMs. All that

is required is to find suitable values for the (real) parameters {ck, γk, ωk} in Eq. (3.7). The

formal solution of Eq. (3.7) is

sk(t) =

∫ t

−∞
i e−(γk+iωk)(t−t′)ESS(t

′)dt′ . (3.9)

Substituting the real part of Eq. (3.9) into Eq. (3.8) and rearranging yields

pSS(t) ≈
∫ t

−∞

(
N∑

k=1

cke
−γk(t−t′) sin[ωk(t− t′)]

)
ESS(t

′)dt′ , (3.10)

and comparing with Eq. (3.6) we see that

α(t) ≈
N∑

k=1

cke
−γkt sin(ωkt) . (3.11)

Taking the Fourier transform of Eq. (3.11) (using the causality condition) gives

α(ω) ≈
N∑

k=1

ck
2

[
1

ω + ωk + iγk
− 1

ω − ωk + iγk

]
. (3.12)

Hence, the parameters {ck, γk, ωk} may be found by fitting the frequency-dependent polaris-

ability of the SS (which is known) to the functions on the RHS of Eq. (3.12), e.g. using the

least squares method (see, e.g., Chapter 8 of Ref. [75] and Appendix D.1). We describe the
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quality of the fit by the estimated percentage error which we define as

p.e. = max

(
abs (|αapprox.

i | − |αi|)
|αi|

)
, (3.13)

where αapprox.
i and αi are the approximated (Eq. (3.12)) and exact polarisabilities evaluated at

ωi and the maximum is taken over i where ω has been discretised to {ωi} over some interval.

3.3 Test: Recovering the Fitted Polarisability

In the previous section, we stated that if the known frequency-dependent polarisability is fitted

to Eq. (3.12), then the solution of the PEOMs in Eq. (3.7) with the obtained parameters

when substituted into the approximation Eq. (3.8) yields the corresponding time-dependent

dipole moment. In this section, we shall perform this procedure for the polarisability of a gold

nanosphere, then take the Fourier transform of the resulting time-dependent dipole moment to

ensure that the original polarisability is indeed recovered.

Consider a small metal sphere of radius, a, with frequency-dependent bulk dielectric con-

stant, ϵ(ω). It can be shown that its polarisability is given by (see e.g. Chapter 2 of Ref. [76])

α(ω) = a3
ϵ(ω)− 1

ϵ(ω) + 2
. (3.14)

We choose a gold sphere and approximate the dielectric constant by the analytical model given

by Etchegoin et al. [77], i.e.

ϵ(ω) = ϵ∞ −
ω2
p

ω2 + iωΓ
+
∑
i=1,2

Aiωi

[
e−iϕi

ω + ωi + iΓi
− eiϕi

ω − ωi + iΓi

]
, (3.15)

where, from the Drude model, ϵ∞ = 1.53 is the high-frequency limit dielectric constant, ωp =

8.55 eV is the plasmon frequency and Γ = 7.29meV is the damping term. The remaining

parameters from Etchegoin’s model are A1 = 0.94, ϕ1 = −π/4, ω1 = 2.65 eV, Γ1 = 0.539 eV,

A2 = 1.36, ϕ2 = −π/4, ω2 = 3.74 eV and Γ2 = 1.32 eV.

We fit the polarisability of the gold sphere from Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15) to the model in

Eq. (3.12) using a least-squares algorithm in MATLAB (see Appendix D.1). The function is

fitted over the range 0–10 eV and we choose N = 12 basis functions which gives a fit with

estimated percentage error of 0.8%. The obtained parameters are shown in Table 3.1.

We now wish to solve the PEOMs in Eq. (3.7). The gold sphere is isotropic so we need not

consider the vector notation as the dipole moment will be in the direction of the field. Further,

the sphere (the secondary system) is isolated (R → ∞) so that the field felt by it is simply

the externally applied field, ESS(t) = EEXT(t). Therefore, we must solve the following set of
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k ck (eV) ωk (eV) γk (eV)

1 -0.0206 1.1029 0.6799

2 -8.8410 2.5306 0.4677

3 0.1247 2.4209 0.1571

4 8.6495 2.5353 0.4599

5 0.2901 3.1248 0.7446

6 0.1056 3.9888 1.0782

7 0.3387 5.2148 1.2975

8 0.3256 6.0966 1.1638

9 0.3448 6.9571 1.2901

10 0.4798 8.0455 1.8002

11 0.7379 10.2476 2.8363

12 4.3978 30.8060 2.3264

Table 3.1: Table of parameters obtained from the least-squares fit of the polarisability from
Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15) to the model in Eq. (3.12). The fit is performed over the
range 0–10 eV for N = 12 basis functions with an estimated percentage error of 0.8%.

equations

ṡk = − (γk + iωk) sk + iEEXT(t) for k = 1, 2, . . . , N , (3.16)

for N = 12 with the parameters {ck, γk, ωk} as given in Table 3.1.

Now, for a given external field, EEXT(t), we can solve Eq. (3.16) and substitute into Eq. (3.8)

to obtain the time-dependent polarisation, p(t). By taking the Fourier transforms of EEXT(t)

and p(t), we can use the relation Eq. (3.5) to get the frequency-dependent polarisability,

α(ω) =
p(ω)

EEXT(ω)
. (3.17)

Ideally, the external field should contain all frequency components in order to reproduce

the polarisability at all frequencies. This can be accomplished by choosing a δ function as the

external field. We, therefore, choose the following delta-like function,

EEXT(t) =

E0 , t = tstart

0 , otherwise

, (3.18)

where t0 can be considered as the ‘switch-on’ time of the field and E0 is the amplitude.

Now that the external field is defined, we can solve Eq. (3.16) numerically using the iterative

Runge-Kutta fourth-order (RK4) method (see, e.g., Chapter 5 of Ref. [75] and Appendices C

and D.2). For the RK4 method, we require the initial conditions of the solution. We assume
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the external field, Eq. (3.18), is initially zero (tstart > 0) and that the system is originally

unpolarised so that p(t = 0) = 0 which means sk(t = 0) = 0 ∀k from Eq. (3.8). The RK4

solution is shown in Fig. 3.2 where we have used a time-step of 0.001 fs.
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Figure 3.2: Time-dependent dipole moment, p(t), of the gold sphere with frequency-dependent
polarisability given by Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15). The system of equations in Eq. (3.16)
are solved under the parameters in Table 3.1 using the RK4 method with a time-step of
0.001 fs. The inset shows the delta-like external field, EEXT(t), as given in Eq. (3.18)
with a switch-on time of tstart = 0.1 fs.

By taking the Fourier transforms of p(t) and EEXT(t) and using Eq. (3.17), we can see from

Fig. 3.3 that the fitted polarisability from Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15) is indeed recovered by the

PEOM approach.
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Figure 3.3: Real (blue) and imaginary (red) parts of the frequency-dependent polarisability, α(ω),
of a gold sphere. The solid lines are from the analytical expression given by Eqs. (3.14)
and (3.15). The crosses are obtained by taking the Fourier transforms of the time-
dependent dipole moment and external field (see Fig. 3.2). The units are 1/a3 where
a is the radius of the sphere.



Chapter 4

Semiconducting Quantum Dot-Metal

Nanoparticle Hybrid

Quantum dots (QDs) are small (nanoscale) semiconductors which exhibit atomic-like properties

due to quantum confinement effects. By quantum confinement, we mean that in contrast to

bulk semiconductors, which exhibit a continuous energy spectrum, QDs display a discrete set

of energy levels. QDs are, hence, also commonly referred to as artificial atoms.

The discrete nature of the energy levels in QDs gives them useful optical and electronic

properties. In particular, QDs emit light strongly at specific frequencies which can be tuned by

altering the size or geometry of the particle. The way in which a semiconducting QD (SQD)

responds to light may also be altered by the presence of a metal nanoparticle (MNP) due to

electromagnetic coupling between the two systems. Indeed, it has been previously shown that

both energy absorption rates and population dynamics can be greatly affected when the MNP

is in close proximity to the SQD [22–29].

In this chapter, we begin by providing a description of the electromagnetic coupling between

the systems (Section 4.1) where the SQD is treated using density matrix theory (Section 2.3.2)

and the MNP is treated classically. In Section 4.2 we show how the energy absorption rates

may be obtained within the analytical rotating wave approximation (RWA) and compare the

results with the PEOM method of Chapter 3. Similarly, semi-analytical methods for describing

the population dynamics are described in Section 4.3 and compared with the PEOM method

for ultra-short pulses.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of a spherical metal nanoparticle (MNP) of radius, a, separated by
a distance, R, from a spherical semiconducting quantum dot (SQD) of radius, r. The
MNP is modelled classically while the SQD is treated as a two-level quantum system
with ground state, |1⟩, and excited state, |2⟩, separated by an energy gap of ℏω0.

4.1 Describing the System

Consider a spherical, gold MNP of radius, a, separated by a distance, R, from a spherical SQD

of radius, r, as shown in Fig. 4.1. From Eq. (3.1), when an external field EEXT(t) is applied,

the fields felt by the SQD and MNP are, respectively,

ESQD(t) = EEXT(t) + g
pMNP(t)

R3
, (4.1a)

EMNP(t) = EEXT(t) + g
pSQD(t)

R3
, (4.1b)

where pSQD(t) (pMNP(t)) is the dipole moment of the SQD (MNP). We assume the MNP and

SQD are isotropic, and have taken the external field to be polarised along the line connecting

the centres of the particles so that n̂ = ê. From Eq. (3.2), we have that g = 2ê and so all fields

are pointing in the direction of the external field, ê, allowing us to drop the vector notation.

The SQD is treated as a 2-level, atomic-like system with ground state, |1⟩, and excited state,

|2⟩, separated by an energy gap of ℏω0 (ω0 is known as the exciton frequency). We use the

density matrix formalism (see Section 2.3.2) so that the SQD can be described by a 2×2 density

matrix, ρ(t), and its dynamics are governed by the following equations (see Appendix B.1)

∆̇ = −4µ̃21ESQD(t)Im [ρ21]− Γ11(∆− 1) , (4.2a)

ρ̇21 = − (Γ21 + iω0) ρ21 + iµ̃21ESQD(t)∆ , (4.2b)

where ∆(t) = ρ11(t) − ρ22(t) is the population difference between the ground and excited

states, and ρ12 = ρ∗21. Γ11 and Γ21 are the population decay and dephasing rates of the system

respectively. The SQD is assumed to be a dielectric sphere with dielectric constant ϵS and so
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it has a screened dipole matrix element,

µ̃21 =
µ21

ϵeffS
, (4.3)

where µ21 is the bare dipole matrix element and

ϵeffS =
2 + ϵS

3
. (4.4)

The dipole moment of the SQD is

pSQD(t) = tr (ρµ) (4.5)

= µ̃21 (ρ12 + ρ21) , (4.6)

where tr (· · · ) is the matrix trace operator.

The MNP’s frequency-dependent dipole moment is given as

pMNP(ω) = αMNP(ω)EMNP(ω) , (4.7)

where αMNP(ω) is the frequency-dependent polarisability. For comparison with previous liter-

ature, we approximate αMNP(ω) by the Clausius-Mossotti formula,

αMNP(ω) = a3
ϵM(ω)− 1

ϵM(ω) + 2
, (4.8)

where ϵM(ω) is the frequency-dependent dielectric function of the bulk metal (see, e.g.,

Ref. [78]).

4.2 Energy Absorption Rates

The energy absorption rate (EAR) of the SQD-MNP system is a steady-state property in

response to the following monochromatic wave,

EEXT(t) = E0 cos(ωLt) , (4.9)

where ωL is the frequency of the wave and E0 is the amplitude.

Suppose a steady-state is achieved where ∆̇ = 0 at some time, t = T s.s. Then we define

∆s.s. = ∆(T s.s) . (4.10)
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The EAR of the SQD is defined as

QSQD =
1

2
ℏω0Γ11 (1−∆s.s.) , (4.11)

while that of the MNP is

QMNP =

⟨∫
j (t)E

(in)
MNP (t) dV

⟩
, (4.12)

where

j(t) =
1

V

d

dt
pMNP(t) (4.13)

is the current density in the MNP [24] and E
(in)
MNP(t) is the field inside the MNP. For a sphere

it can be shown that [78]

E
(in)
MNP(t) = EMNP(t)−

4

3
πpMNP(t) . (4.14)

We define the time-average of a function h(t) as

⟨h(t)⟩ ≡ 1

δT

∫ T+δT

T

h(t′)dt′ , (4.15)

and choose T = T s.s., and δT to be one period of the wave,

δT =
2π

ωL
. (4.16)

In Section 4.2.1, we show how QSQD and QMNP may be obtained analytically by means of

the rotating wave approximation. In Section 4.2.2, we describe how one can use the PEOM

method of Chapter 3 to find the same absorption rates. The two methods are then compared

in Section 4.2.3.

4.2.1 Analytical Approach

By choosing Eq. (4.9) as the external field, Eq. (4.2) can be solved analytically under the so-

called rotating wave approximation (RWA) where the frequency of incident radiation is assumed

to be close to the frequency gap of the two-level system, i.e. ωL ≈ ω0. Under the RWA, any fast

oscillations in the system dynamics are neglected, and in Appendix B.4 we show that Eq. (4.2)

becomes

∆̇ = 4Im [(Ωeff +Gρ̄21) ρ̄
∗
21] + Γ11 (1−∆) , (4.17a)

˙̄ρ21 = i (ωL − ω0 +G∆) ρ̄21 − Γ21ρ̄21 + iΩeff∆ , (4.17b)
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where we have introduced

Ωeff = Ω0

(
1 +

g

R3
αMNP(ωL)

)
, (4.18)

Ω0 =
µ̃21E0

2
, (4.19)

G =
g2µ̃2

21

R6
αMNP(ωL) . (4.20)

and separated ρ21(t) into slowly and quickly oscillating parts,

ρ21(t) = ρ̄21e
−iωLt , (4.21)

where ρ̄21 is assumed to vary on a much larger timescale than 2π/ωL. Eq. (4.17a) describes the

change in the population with time. Using the conservation of total population (see Eq. (2.50))

and the definition, ∆ = ρ11 − ρ22, we first note that 1 −∆ = 2ρ22, so we see that the rate of

change of population difference depends on the population of the excited state, ρ22, which is

damped by the decay constant, Γ11. It also depends on the coherence of the excited and ground

states as described by ρ̄21 which is influenced in a non-trivial manner by the effective Rabi

frequency, Ωeff, and the term, G, both of which depend on the MNP polarisability evaluated at

the applied field frequency, ωL. Similarly, the change in coherence is described by Eq. (4.17b)

which depends both on the population difference and the coherence itself. Here, ρ̄21 is damped

by the term Γ21 which determines the lifetime of the exciton of frequency ω0. Notice that

if the system is initially in the ground state, we will have that ∆ = 1 and ρ̄21 = 0. Hence,

by examining Eqs. (4.17a) and (4.17b), we see that the coupling between the population and

coherence dynamics is introduced solely by the term Ωeff which depends on the strength of the

applied electric field (see Eq. (4.19)) so that the equations are coupled self-consistently through

the field.

Eq. (4.17) may be solved analytically under the steady-state conditions ∆̇ = ˙̄ρ21 = 0 to

obtain

ρ̄s.s.21 =
−Ωeff∆

s.s.

ωL − ω0 +G∆s.s. + iΓ21
, (4.22)

where ∆s.s. is found by solving a cubic equation (see Appendix B.4). Thus, QSQD is found by

Eq. (4.11). In the above equation, ω0 is the exciton frequency of the bare SQD while Γ21 is the

exciton lifetime. In Eq. (4.19), Ω0 is the Rabi frequency of the bare SQD and Ωeff is then the

Rabi frequency, renormalised due to the presence of the MNP. In Section 4.2.3 we show how

these parameters are affected by the MNP interaction term, G, for a weak field.

Finally, in Appendix B.6 we show that QMNP is given in the RWA by

QMNP = 2ωLIm [αMNP(ωL)]

∣∣∣∣E0

2
+
gµ̃21

R3
ρ̄s.s.21

∣∣∣∣2 . (4.23)
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4.2.2 PEOM Approach

In the PEOM method (see Chapter 3), the SQD is treated as the primary system and pSQD(t)

is calculated directly from the time-dependent density matrix elements (Eq. (4.6)) which are

found by numerically integrating Eq. (4.2) using the fourth-order Runge-Kutta (RK4) method

(see Appendix C). Conversely, the MNP is treated as the auxiliary system and pMNP(t) is

approximated by (Eq. (3.8))

pMNP(t) =

N∑
k=1

ckRe [sk(t)] , (4.24)

where the {sk(t)} are found by numerically solving

ṡk = −(γk + iωk)sk − iEMNP(t) for k = 1, 2, . . . , N . (4.25)

using the same RK4 method as for pSQD(t). Eqs. (4.2) and (4.25) can be solved in a coupled

fashion as shown in Fig. 4.2.

Branch 1

ρnm(ti−1), ESQD(ti−1)

ρnm(ti)

pSQD(ti)

EMNP(ti)

Branch 2

EMNP(ti−1), sk(ti−1)

sk(ti)

pMNP(ti)

ESQD(ti)

RK4

n,m = 1, . . . ,M

RK4

k = 1, . . . , N

Figure 4.2: Schematic showing how the PEOMs are solved, coupled with the density matrix equa-
tion of motion. We discretise time into equally spaced points, {t0, t1, . . .}, and use
the RK4 method (Appendix C) to solve the differential equations in Eq. (4.2) and
Eq. (4.25) in parallel branches 1 and 2, respectively. After each iteration, the value
of EMNP (ESQD) is updated using the value of pSQD (pMNP) from Branch 1 (2). We
assume the initial conditions t0 = ρ(0) = sk(0) = pSQD(0) = pMNP(0) = 0.

The parameters {γk, ωk, ck} are found by a least-squares fit of the frequency-dependent
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polarisability in Eq. (4.8) (see Section 3.3 and Appendix D.1).

∆s.s., and therefore QSQD (Eq. (4.11)), can be calculated trivially, assuming the simulation

time is long enough that a steady-state can be said to have been reached (this can be inspected

visually or by numerically checking that ∆̇ is close to zero).

To calculate QMNP from Eq. (4.12), one must first calculate the current density from

Eq. (4.13). The derivative, d
dtpMNP(t), may be calculated numerically, though it can be shown

that (see Appendix B.5)

dpMNP

dt
=

N∑
k=1

ck (ωkIm [sk(t)]− γkRe [sk(t)]) . (4.26)

The time-average in Eq. (4.12) can then be found by numerical integration. For a small time-

step, h, in the RK4 solution, we found the crude approximation,

∫ tm

tn

f(t′)dt′ ≈ h
m∑
i=n

f(ti) , (4.27)

to be sufficient.

4.2.3 Comparison of Methods

In this section, we wish to test the validity of the PEOM model by comparing the results of

the EARs for the weak and strong field regimes as described in Ref. [23]. We take the SQD

system parameters from Ref. [23], which are typical of a CdSe quantum dot. The dielectric

constant is taken to be ϵS = 6 with (bare) transition dipole moment µ21 = 0.65e nm and

exciton energy ℏω0 = 2.5 eV close to the plasmon peak of the gold MNP which has a diameter

of a = 7.5 nm. The decay and dephasing times are given by Γ−1
11 = 0.8 ns and Γ−1

21 = 0.3 ns. The

MNP frequency-dependent response is approximated by the Clausius-Mossotti formula and the

PEOM parameters are obtained by a least-squares fit using 12 basis functions (see Section 3.3

and Table 3.1).

The field strength is given in terms of the intensity, I0, by

I0 =
c

8π
E2

0 , (4.28)

where c is the speed of light. We define the total EAR as

Q = QSQD +QMNP . (4.29)

Fig. 4.3 shows the total EAR for the hybrid system as a function of the laser detuning,

ℏ(ωL − ω0), in the weak-field regime (I0 = 1Wcm−2) for various separation distances of the
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two particles. As in Ref. [23], we see the quenching of Q and the red-shift of the hybrid exciton

energy as the particles are brought together. This effect is clear by considering that for a weak

field, there is little difference in the population levels, i.e. ∆ = 1, and indeed the effect is

apparent upon examination of the steady-state value of ρ̄21 from Eq. (4.22),

ρ̄s.s.21 =
−Ωeff

(ωL − ω0 +Re [G]) + i(Γ21 + Im [G])
. (4.30)

From Eq. (4.30), we can see that the hybrid exciton frequency is shifted by the real part of G

while the damping coefficient is increased by the imaginary part of G.
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Figure 4.3: Energy absorption rate, Q, for the SQD-MNP system under illumination of a monochro-
matic wave of weak intensity (I0 = 1Wcm−2) and frequency ωL, as a function of the
laser detuning, ℏ(ωL − ω0) for separation distances R = 13 nm (green), 15 nm (red),
20 nm (blue) and 80 nm (black). The solid lines represent the steady-state analytical
solution in the RWA while the crosses are the results from the PEOM method.

The strong-field regime (I0 = 1× 103 Wcm−2) is shown in Fig. 4.4. We see a so-called asym-

metric, fano shape which becomes more pronounced for smaller inter-particle distances. The

effect is attributed to non-linear interference between the external field and the field generated

by the SQD at the MNP [23, 79].

In Figs. 4.3 and 4.4, the analytical RWA solutions are shown in solid lines while the crosses

are the results taken from the numerical integration in the PEOM method. In both the weak

and strong field regimes, we see perfect agreement between the two methods due to the validity

of the RWA for the case of a sinusoidal external field with frequency very close to resonance

with the SQD exciton frequency.
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Figure 4.4: As Fig. 4.3 but in the strong field regime where the laser intensity is I0 =
1× 103 Wcm−2.
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4.3 Population Inversion

Population inversion occurs when the SQD is excited from the ground state to the excited state

so that ρ11 = 0, ρ22 = 1 and is associated with short laser pulses (see, for example, Ref. [80]).

We consider a pulsed external field given by

EEXT(t) = E0f(t) cos(ωLt) , (4.31)

where f(t) is a dimensionless pulse envelope. The pulse area for an isolated SQD is defined as

θ = Ω0

∫ ∞

−∞
f(t)dt , (4.32)

and it is known that population inversion occurs at the end of the pulse for θ = (2n + 1)π

(n = 0, 1, 2, . . .) [81].

We shall use a hyperbolic secant envelope defined by

f(t) = sech

(
t− τ0
τp

)
, (4.33)

where τ0 is the centre of the pulse and τp characterises the pulse width. We choose the central

frequency, ωL, to be resonant with the exciton frequency, i.e. ℏωL = ℏω0 = 2.5 eV, and we

describe the pulse shape in terms of the number of cycles, n, by defining the pulse duration as

T =
4π

ωL
n , (4.34)

and choosing

τ0 = T/2 , τp = T/30 . (4.35)

In this way we ensure the maximum amplitude, E0, is achieved at the centre of the pulse and

that the external field is sufficiently close to zero at t = 0 and t = T for the values of E0

considered here.

For the sech pulse in Eq. (4.33), it can easily be shown from Eq. (4.32) that for an isolated

SQD, θ = πΩ0τp and then a pulse of given duration can be described in terms of the pulse area

by choosing the following field amplitude,

E0 =
ℏθ

πµ̃21τp
. (4.36)

In Ref. [26] it was shown that the pulse area for an SQD when coupled to the MNP may be
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written approximately as θ = π|Ωeff|τp so that Eq. (4.36) becomes

E0 = ℏθ
(
πµ̃21τp

∣∣∣1 + g

R3
αMNP(ωL)

∣∣∣)−1

. (4.37)

In particular, it was stated that for short pulses (τp ∼ 0.1 ps) with amplitude given by Eq. (4.37),

the resulting dynamics should be independent of R as the influence of the parameter G (see

Eq. (4.20)) becomes weaker.

In Section 4.3.1, we describe how the SQD-MNP dynamics may be solved numerically within

the RWA and by an effective field method (both of which are common approaches in the

literature) and outline their limitations. In Section 4.3.2, we go on to compare the results of

these semi-analytical methods with the PEOM approach.

4.3.1 Semi-Analytical Approaches

In previous studies relating to pulsed excitations in SQD-MNP systems, the time-scales have

generally been limited to relatively long pulses. For example in Ref. [82, 83], the external field is

switched on over tens of nanoseconds while in Ref. [26, 84], picosecond pulses are used. In such

cases the pulse envelope, f(t), is slowly varying, and the population dynamics can be found

by solving the RWA EOMs in Eq. (4.17) but replacing Ωeff with the time-dependent form (see

Appendices B.3 and B.4),

Ω(t) = f(t)Ωeff , (4.38)

giving ∆̇ = 4Im [(Ω(t) +Gρ̄21) ρ̄12] + Γ11 (1−∆)

˙̄ρ21 = [i (ωL − ω0 +G∆)− Γ21] ρ̄21 + iΩ(t)
2 ∆

. (4.39)

The above equations can then be solved numerically to obtain the population difference, ∆(t).

Now, the use of the RWA and slowly-varying envelope approximations respectively imply

that solutions to (4.39) are only valid if ρ̄21(t) and f(t) vary much more slowly than 2π/ωL.

Recalling that ℏωL = 2.5 eV, we therefore require the pulse duration to be much greater than

∼ 2 fs.

Indeed, it is known that the RWA is not reliable for ultrashort (femto- and subfemto-second)

pulses [85–87]. This is demonstrated in Figure 4.5 where we compare the solution of the original

EOMs in Eq. (4.2) with those of the modified RWA EOMs in Eq. (4.17), showing the excited

state population dynamics for an isolated SQD (R → ∞) interacting with a picosecond and

femtosecond pulse of area 5π (according to Eq. (4.36)). Figure 4.5 (a) shows ρ22(t) for a 1000-

cycle pulse (τp ≈ 0.11 ps) and we can see that the RWA in this case provides an adequate

description of the dynamics, with population inversion occurring at the end of the pulse as

expected for a 5π pulse. The inset shows a magnified region in which we can see the effect of
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the RWA neglecting the quickly oscillating terms: however, in the picosecond time-scale, these

effects have negligible influence on the overall dynamics. Fig. 4.5 (b) shows ρ22(t) for a 10-cycle

pulse (τp ≈ 1.1 fs) where the pulse duration is of a comparable time-scale to 2π/ωL. In this

case, we can see that the quickly oscillating terms neglected in the RWA solution have a more

significant effect on the overall dynamics: importantly, complete population inversion is not

achieved at the end of the pulse, and there is a much more oscillatory behaviour.
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Figure 4.5: Excited state population dynamics for an isolated SQD (R → ∞) interacting with a
sech pulse of area 5π according to Eq. (4.36). The solid red line is the numerical solution
to the original EOMs in Eq. (4.2) while the dashed blue line is the solution to the
modified RWA EOMs in Eq. (4.39). (a) Dynamics for a 1000-cycle pulse corresponding
to τp ≈ 0.11 ps. (b) Dynamics for a 10-cycle pulse corresponding to τp ≈ 1.1 fs.

In Ref. [87], a numerical solution to Eq. (4.2) for pulsed excitation in SQD-MNP systems

beyond the RWA is proposed. In deriving Eq. (4.39), ESQD(t) is expressed by separating out

the positive and negative frequency parts as

ESQD(t) ≈
ℏ
µ̃21

[(
Ω(t)

2
e−iωLt +Gρ21(t)

)
+ c.c.

]
. (4.40)

Instead of invoking the usual RWA to arrive at Eq. (4.39), Yang et al. numerically solve

Eq. (4.2) using as ESQD(t) the field in Eq. (4.40) (we shall call this method the effective field

method). However, in deriving Eq. (4.40), one must first separate out the slowly oscillating

components of the off-diagonal density matrix elements as in Eq. (4.21) (see e.g. Ref. [24]) and

the slowly-varying envelope approximation must also be used (see Appendix B.3). Thus, while

the quickly oscillating terms are included, improving over the RWA, the pulse duration must

still be longer than 2π/ωL.

In the next section, we compare results obtained by the RWA and effective field method

with the PEOM approach which requires no slowly-oscillating approximations.
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4.3.2 Comparison with PEOM Approach

In the previous section, we described how the SQD-MNP dynamics interacting with a short

pulse may be obtained either by solving the modified RWA equations of Eq. (4.39) or by solving

the original density matrix EOMs in Eq. (4.2) with a slowly-varying effective field (Eq. (4.40).

In this section, we compare results from both methods with those obtained by directly solving

the original EOMs of Eq. (4.2) using the PEOM method as outlined in Fig. 4.2, which requires

no RWA or slowly-varying pulse approximations.
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Figure 4.6: Excited state population dynamics for an SQD-MNP system interacting with a 10-
cycle sech pulse for various interparticle distances, R. The field amplitude is chosen
to give a 5π pulse area for each value of R according to Eq. (4.37). (a) Solution to
the modified EOMS in Eq. (4.39) under the RWA and assuming a slowly-varying pulse
envelope. (b) Solution to the original EOMs in Eq. (4.2) beyond the RWA using the
effective field in Eq. (4.40) which assumes a slowly-varying pulse envelope. (c) Solution
to Eq. (4.2) using the PEOM method where the auxiliary parameters are obtained by
fitting αMNP(ω) in Eq. (4.8) accurately over the range 0–10 eV using N = 21 fitting
functions. (d) Same as (c) but where αMNP(ω) is fitted over a small range close to
ℏω0 (2.455–2.545 eV) using N = 1 fitting functions. Insets: real (blue dashed) and
imaginary (black dashed) parts of the fitted polarisability, αMNP(ω)/a

3 (exact function
shown in grey).

In Fig. 4.6, we compare the solutions for ρ22(t) based on the RWA, effective field method and

the PEOM method. In each case, the SQD-MNP system interacts with a 10-cycle sech pulse

of area 5π with R-dependent amplitude given by Eq. (4.37) and the excited state population
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dynamics are shown for various interparticle distances.

In Fig. 4.6 (a), the modified RWA EOMS in Eq. (4.17) are solved and we can see that

complete population inversion occurs at the end of the pulse and the dynamics are identical for

each R as expected from Ref. [26] and Eq. (4.37).

In Fig. 4.6 (b), the original EOMS in Eq. (4.2) are solved beyond the RWA by taking ESQD(t)

of the form in Eq. (4.40) similar to the calculations performed in Ref. [87]. In this case we see

that the dynamics are almost identical to the isolated SQD as shown in Fig. 4.5 (b) where the

original EOMs are solved exactly. At difference with the RWA solution in Fig. 4.6 (a), complete

population inversion does not occur as a consequence of the RWA-breakdown. On the other

hand, the dynamics remain independent of R as predicted by Ref. [26]. We note at this point

that Ref. [26, 87] employ a multipole description for the MNP response while our calculations

use the simpler dipole model. However, we have compared results using the same multipole

approximation and noticed no difference due to the short time-scales involved here.

In Fig. 4.6 (c), we solve the original EOMs in Eq. (4.2) using the PEOM method. We obtain

the auxiliary parameters describing the MNP dipole moment by fitting αMNP(ω) in Eq. (4.8)

to the functions in Eq. (3.12). This is achieved by a least-squares fit over the range 0–10 eV

using N = 21 fitting functions to gain a fit of sufficient accuracy (see inset). We see that for

large R (R = 80 nm), ρ22(t) resembles the results in (b). However, as the interparticle distance

decreases, the dynamics change considerably, with larger effect towards the end of the pulse.

For each R, the dynamics are similar up to around 18 fs by which point the pulse is almost

over (see Fig. 4.7 (b)). After this point, the population for each R reaches the same maximum

value (around 0.95), but at different times: ∼ 23 fs for R = 80 nm, ∼ 21 fs for R = 20 nm and

∼ 20 fs for R = 13 nm. The population then decreases more steeply as R decreases, reaching

as low as 0.6 for R = 13 nm.

We ascribe the different results obtained with the PEOM in Fig. 4.6 (c) and the effective

field method in Fig. 4.6 (b) to the fact that femtosecond pulses (∼ 10 cycles) excite a broad

range of frequencies: in particular, much broader than the sub-picosecond pulses (∼ 100 cycles)

for which the effective field method [87] was originally developed. As stated earlier, in writing

Eq. (4.40), f(t) must be slowly varying and the off-diagonal density matrix elements must also

first be separated into slowly and quickly oscillating components. Under these approximations,

the MNP has a ‘local’ response in time: it can be shown that the response function, α(t, t′),

is delta-like so that the response is flat in the frequency domain, i.e. the frequency-dependent

polarisability is effectively constant (see Appendix B.7). However, the femtosecond pulse has

a large bandwidth (> 1 eV), thus exciting a broad range of frequencies in the MNP response.

Moreover, αMNP(ω) changes significantly over this range close to ℏω0 = 2.5 eV due to the

formation of the plasmon peak and thus one would expect the resulting time-dependent dipole

moment, pMNP(t), (and therefore ESQD(t)) to be modified compared with that for long pulses
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of smaller bandwidths. In Fig. 4.7, pMNP(t) is shown for the R = 13 nm cases in Fig. 4.6 (b)

and (c). We can see that in the effective field method, the MNP responds in phase with the

external field, while in the PEOM method the dipole moment continues to propagate well after

the pulse is over, thus contributing to the decline in population of the SQD.
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Figure 4.7: Time evolution of the MNP dipole moment, pMNP(t), for the R = 13 nm cases in
Fig. 4.6 (b) (solid blue) and (c) (solid black) where the effective field method and
PEOM method are used respectively. The corresponding external field is shown in
dashed red.
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Figure 4.8: Value of ρ22(t) at the end of the pulse for various pulse durations. The interparticle
distance is R = 13 nm and the pulse area is chosen to be 5π according to Eq. (4.37).

We have stated that in the effective field method, the MNP has a local response in time and,

therefore, an effectively constant polarisability. This approximation is valid for monochromatic

waves (e.g. Eq. (4.9)) and for long pulses. On the other hand, for very short pulses the

frequency-dependence of the polarisability is important due to the larger bandwidth. The
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PEOM method overcomes this limitation as αMNP(ω) can be fitted over an arbitrary frequency

range (as in Fig. 4.6 (c)) so that the relevant frequencies can be included in the dynamics.

The constant polarisability of the effective field method can be simulated within the PEOM

method by choosing a single, broad function (N = 1) which agrees with αMNP(ω) at ωL and is

approximately constant over the pulse bandwidth region (see inset of Fig. 4.6 (d)). Fig. 4.6 (d)

then shows that the effective field results from Fig. 4.6 (c) are indeed recovered.

Fig. 4.8 summarises the results and shows the range of pulse durations for which the different

approximations are valid. The three different methods agree for n > 100 cycles (τp > 10 fs).

The effective field method correctly describes the fall in final population as the pulse duration

approaches 10 cycles due to the breakdown of the RWA, but we can see that when the full

response of the MNP is taken into consideration in the PEOM method, the effect is much more

enhanced.

Overall, the results of this section show that when examining the response of ultrashort

pulses (fewer than ∼ 60 cycles), one cannot rely on the RWA or the slowly-varying pulse ap-

proximation as in the effective field method. Therefore, one should consider more advanced

approaches. The PEOM methods is a valid alternative as it is not bound by such approxima-

tions, yet still its computational cost and complexity is similar to that of, e.g., the RWA or

effective field method.



Chapter 5

2D Material Composites

In Chapter 4, we have tested the PEOM method on a small SQD-MNP system and it was shown

to reproduce analytical and semi-analytical results while proving advantageous over existing

methods for simulating the interaction with an ultra-short pulse. In this section, we test the

PEOM method when applied to larger systems as a further proof of concept. In particular,

we investigate the optical absorption spectra of bilayers of MoS2 and hexagonal boron nitride

(h-BN). The absorption spectra for the bilayers can be obtained readily both via TDDFT and

the more intensive Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) within linear response; the results are shown

in Section 5.2. In Section 5.3 we describe how the PEOM method can be used both by coupling

the PEOMs to the time-dependent BSE and by using two coupled PEOMs (the PEOM-PEOM

method). The spectra obtained via the standard linear response methods are compared with

those from the PEOM-PEOM approach in Section 5.4.

5.1 Atomic Configurations

Before any response calculations can be carried out, we require knowledge of the crystal struc-

ture of the materials, e.g., the unit cell symmetry and the atomic positions within the unit cell.

Both MoS2 and h-BN have a layered form with hexagonal symmetry. The primitive lattice

vectors are then given by (see Eq. (2.70))

a1 = (a, 0, 0) , (5.1a)

a2 =

(
−1

2
a,

√
3

2
a, 0

)
, (5.1b)

a3 = (0, 0, c) , (5.1c)
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where a and c are the system-specific lattice parameters. In particular c describes the inter-

layer separation distance. The lattice parameters may be obtained experimentally or by ab

initio simulations via geometry optimisation. Now, we wish to simulate isolated layers of the

materials which requires no periodicity in the layer-normal direction (i.e. in the z-axis). This

can be mimicked by choosing c large enough so that any spurious interactions between the

layers are negligible. We shall refer to the distance between the uppermost atom of a unit cell

and the bottommost atom in the repeated cell directly above (in the layer-normal direction) as

the vacuum distance.

We begin by looking at MoS2. In the case of the monolayer, the simplest unit cell contains

just three atoms, the Mo atom and the two S atoms which we label Mo1, S1 and S2 respectively.

As described in Ref. [88], we choose the bulk experimental parameters with lattice constant,

a = 3.16 Å, Mo−S bond length of 2.417 Å and S−Mo−S bond angle of 82.0◦. This configuration

is depicted in Fig. 5.1 (a) and the atomic positions within the unit cell are given in Table 5.1.

Similarly, the bilayer unit cell contains six atoms which we denote Mo1, S1, S2, Mo2, S3

and S4. Now, the layers in MoS2 crystallise in several different fashions. In nature, the most

common form is the so-called 2H phase, or AA′ stacking, where the Mo atom fully eclipses the

S atoms as shown in Fig. 5.1 (b). Much less common is the AA stacking formation where the

Mo atom fully eclipses the Mo atom as shown in Fig. 5.1 (c). We label the distance (in the

z-direction) between the two Mo atoms in the unit cell as d (see Fig. 5.1), and from Ref. [88]

we take d = 6.25 Å for the AA′ form and d = 6.77 Å for the AA form. For both the monolayer

and bilayer, we take a vacuum distance of 20 Å. The atomic positions within the unit cell are

given in Table 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Side (top panel) and top (bottom panel) views of (a) a monolayer of MoS2 (b) a bilayer
of MoS2 in the AA′ configuration and (c) a bilayer of MoS2 in the AA configuration.
The solid grey lines represent the unit cell boundaries. In (b) and (c), the two layers
are separated such that the Mo atoms are a distance, d, apart in the z-direction.

We now turn to the second of our systems, hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN). Like MoS2,
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Atom Monolayer Bilayer (AA′) Bilayer (AA)

Mo1 (0.000, 1.824, 2.586) (0.000, 1.824, 8.836) (0.000, 1.824, 2.586)

S1 (1.580, 0.912, 1.000) (1.580, 0.912, 7.250) (1.580, 0.912, 1.000)

S2 (1.580, 0.912, 4.171) (1.580, 0.912, 10.421) (1.580, 0.912, 4.171)

Mo2 - (1.580, 0.912, 2.586) (0.000, 1.824, 9.356)

S3 - (0.000, 1.824, 1.000) (1.580, 0.912, 7.770)

S4 - (0.000, 1.824, 4.171) (1.580, 0.912, 10.941)

Table 5.1: Atomic, Cartesian coordinates (in Å) within the hexagonal unit cell described by
Eq. (5.1) with the lattice constant a = 3.16 Å and c is chosen so as to have a vacuum
distance of 20 Å.

h-BN is also considered as a 2D material. In fact, it may be viewed as a ‘truer’ 2D system as,

like Graphene, all the atoms lie in a single plane as opposed to MoS2 (and other TMDs) which

is effectively 3 atoms thick. We use the lattice parameter a = 2.50 Å [89]. The atomic positions

are shown in Fig. 5.2 (a) and detailed in Table 5.2.

h-BN also has many different stacking arrangements, with the AA′ configuration being the

most stable [90]. However, we present here only the less common AA formation and use the

experimental interlayer distance of 3.3 Å [89]. For both the monolayer and bilayer, a vacuum

distance of around 20 Å is used. The bilayer is shown in Fig. 5.2 (b) and the atomic coordinates

are given in Table 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Side (top panel) and top (bottom panel) views of (a) a monolayer of h-BN and (b) a
bilayer of h-BN in the AA configuration.

Now that we have defined the periodic structure of the two systems, we may obtain the

ground state properties of the systems via DFT (see Section 2.2) and then perform calculations

to obtain the optical absorption spectra. The intention is to compare results from standard

approaches with those obtained through a method involving the PEOM.
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Atom Monolayer Bilayer (AA)

B1 (1.248, 0.720, 0.500) (1.248, 0.720, 3.500)

N1 (0.000, 1.440, 0.500) (0.000, 1.440, 3.500)

B2 - (1.248, 0.720, 6.800)

N2 - (0.000, 1.440, 6.800)

Table 5.2: Atomic, Cartesian coordinates (in Å) within the hexagonal unit cell described by
Eq. (5.1) with the lattice constant a = 2.50 Å and c is chosen so as to have a vacuum
distance of around 20 Å.

5.2 Absorption Spectra from Linear Response Theory

To calculate the absorption spectrum of a system, we must first determine the ground state

electronic configuration. The ground state Kohn-Sham orbitals and energies are calculated

using the Quantum Espresso package [91] which is an implementation of the self-consistent

field (SCF) method using a plane wave basis and pseudopotentials.

In the SCF calculation for MoS2 we use a GGA exchange-correlation functional and for

convergence of the total ground state energy we required a plane wave energy cut-off of Ecut =

60Ry and used a 8 × 8 × 1 k-point sampling grid. For h-BN, we use an LDA functional and

required Ecut = 80Ry and with a 6 × 6 × 1 k-point sampling. In both cases, the total energy

was converged to within 0.001Ry.

Once the orbitals and energies have been calculated, excited state calculations can be per-

formed in YAMBO [59] to determine the absorption spectra. In this section we show the linear

response (LR) spectra for the two materials within the independent particle (IP) approximation

and random phase approximation (RPA) (see Section 2.3.3). Spectra from the Bethe-Salpeter

equation (BSE) are also obtained (see Section 2.3.5). Note that in this chapter, we refer to

the absorption as the imaginary part of the polarisability as described in Eq. (2.89) for finite

systems, and not the general definition in Eq. (2.13).

We compare the absorption spectra for a monolayer of h-BN within different levels of ap-

proximation. For convergence of the IP spectrum, we required a 64× 64× 1 k-point sampling

and we use 20 bands for the non-interacting response function. In the RPA, we build the re-

sponse function using G-vectors with an energy up to 10Ry (we shall call this the response

block size). In the BSE, the exchange block size is 40Ry and that of the screened interaction

is 10Ry (i.e. that of the converged RPA spectrum). We choose only the highest valence band

and lowest conduction band in the BSE kernel (i.e., one band either side of the Fermi level)

which give the largest contribution to the resulting spectrum. Note that it is conventional to

use the GW -corrected energies in the solution of the BSE which often results in an almost rigid

blue-shift of the spectra. However, for the purposes of this thesis we are interested more in the
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of absorption spectra for the h-BN monolayer obtained from linear response
calculations within the IP, RPA and BSE approximations.

qualitative effects for comparison with the PEOM method and we neglect the GW calculations

and instead use the LDA energies within the BSE equation (the use of GW depends on the

dielectric screening and it is unclear that the PEOM should capture such effects). In all cases,

we use a damping of 0.2 eV.

From Fig. 5.3, in the simplest, IP approximation we see a strong peak at around 5.6 eV.

The RPA is only a little different to the IP, with a slight blue-shift and decrease in the peak

height, thus suggesting that local field effects do not play a large role. However, it is well

documented that excitonic effects are important in h-BN [92–94], which is demonstrated in the

BSE spectrum. We see a large red-shift (of 3.6 eV) and a sharpening of the dominant peak, as

well as an additional excitonic peak at around 3 eV. These results are in good agreement with

the literature [92, 93]. We note that in Ref. [92], the BSE peak remains in roughly the same

position as that of the RPA in contrast what is reported here. This feature was ascribed to the

excitonic red-shift almost exactly cancelling the blue-shift of the GW correction (which we have

not included) which was around 3.5 eV, in good agreement with the shift shown in Fig. 5.3.

We now turn to the bilayer of h-BN as described in Fig. 5.2. For convergence, we again

require a 64 × 64 × 1 k-point sampling. We use 30 bands in the IP response function. The

RPA and BSE block sizes are the same as in the monolayer calculation, while we use two bands

either side of the Fermi level in the BSE.

Fig. 5.4 shows the spectra calculated in the same way as in Fig. 5.3 but for the bilayer

(which is simply two monolayers separated by a distance of d = 3.3 Å). If there were no
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of absorption spectra for the h-BN bilayer obtained from linear response
calculations within the IP, RPA and BSE approximations. The corresponding monolayer
spectra (multiplied by a factor of 2) are shown in faded colours for comparison.

interaction between the layers, then we would expect the absorption spectrum to be simply

the superposition of the spectra of two independent monolayers (such would be the case if d

was very large). This superposition is shown in corresponding faded colours in Fig. 5.4 for

comparison. We can see that in the IP and RPA cases, there appears to be little interaction

between the layers, with a small reduction of the dominant peak with respect to two well-

separated monolayers. On the other hand, the BSE shows not only a reduction of the peaks,

but a blue-shift of the spectrum of just under 1 eV, suggesting that excitonic effects are an

important part of the inter-layer interaction.

For the MoS2 monolayer and bilayer, we use a 51× 51× 1 k-point sampling for convergence

of the spectra. In the case of the monolayer, we use 22 bands in the IP response function and

the RPA block size is 7Ry. For the bilayer, we use 34 bands and a block size of 7Ry.

In Fig. 5.5, in the IP spectrum of the MoS2 monolayer, we see a dominant peak at around

2.8 eV and two smaller peaks at around 3.8 eV and 4.3 eV. When local field effects are included

in the RPA, we see that the profile remains largely unchanged. There is a reduction of the

dominant peak and a blue-shift of around 0.2 eV. The smaller peaks are less affected with just

a small decrease in peak height.

In Fig. 5.6, we see the same spectra but for the bilayer. Compared with two isolated MoS2

monolayers, in the IP we see a reduction of the dominant peak and a slight broadening of the

second peak, while the third remains largely unchanged. In the RPA case, there is very little

difference between the two spectra. As with h-BN, we would expect a greater level of difference
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of absorption spectra for the MoS2 monolayer obtained from linear response
calculations within the IP and RPA approximations.

between the monolayer and bilayer spectra for a BSE calculation, though we do not currently

explore this.

In the subsequent sections, we wish to simulate a bilayer of h-BN or MoS2 by treating one

layer using ab initio approaches and simulating the additional layer using the PEOM approach.

The ab initio approach we use is that outlined in Section 2.3.6, i.e. the so-called time-dependent

BSE method which can be directly coupled with the PEOM method in a similar fashion to the

SQD-MNP system described in Chapter 4. Before showing this, however, we demonstrate in

the next section that the results obtained from the time-dependent BSE coincide with the linear

response theory and show that to further reduce computational cost, we may instead couple

two sets of PEOMs.
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calculations within the IP and RPA approximations. The corresponding monolayer
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5.3 PEOM Approaches

Figure 5.7: Schematic diagram of a bilayer composed of two monolayers, 1 and 2, which extend
infinitely in the x- and y-directions and are separated by a distance R along the z-axis.
The monolayers are assumed to be isotropic and the external electric field, EEXT, is
directed along the monolayer plane (e.g. along the x-axis).

In the previous section, we have seen how absorption spectra for monolayers and bilayers of

h-BN and MoS2 may be obtained from linear response (LR) TDDFT and BSE calculations. In

this section we show how one may use the PEOM method to simulate the absorption spectrum

of a bilayer, given that the polarisability of the monolayer is known.

As depicted in Fig. 5.7, the bilayer may be thought of as two monolayers separated by a

distance, R, along the layer-normal (z) axis. We label the monolayers 1 and 2. In a similar

fashion to the SQD-MNP system of Chapter 4, we model monolayer 1 using a high level of

theory (namely the TD-BSE approach in Section 2.3.6). We assume the frequency-dependent

polarisability of monolayer 2, α2(ω), is known (e.g. from LR calculations as shown in the

previous section). We also assume that the monolayers are isotropic and the external field,

EEXT, is directed along the x-axis. Similarly to Eq. (4.1), the fields felt by monolayers 1 and 2

are, respectively,

E1(t) = EEXT(t)−
p2(t)

R
, (5.2a)

E2(t) = EEXT(t)−
p1(t)

R
, (5.2b)

where p1 and p2 are the dipole moments associated with monolayers 1 and 2 respectively and

we have set the factor g = −1 (see Eq. (3.2)). Note that compared with Eq. (4.1), there is a

1/R dependence rather than the original 1/R3 dependence since the layer separation is confined

to one-dimension and the monolayer dipole moment has units of length rather than volume due

to its two-dimensional nature (see discussion at the end of Section 2.3.4).

Now, the polarisation density for monolayer 1, P1(t), shall be obtained from the TD-BSE
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method. From Eq. (2.2), it is clear that the dipole moment is given by

p1 = Ω1P1 , (5.3)

where Ω1 is the volume of the unit cell of the TD-BSE simulation. In fact, as discussed at

Eq. (2.89), since the monolayer is periodic in the x − y plane, Ω1 is simply the height of the

simulation unit cell.

The dipole moment of monolayer 2 is obtained by the following PEOMs (see Chapter 3),

ṡ
(2)
k = −

(
γ
(2)
k + iω

(2)
k

)
s
(2)
k + iE1(t) , (5.4)

and is given by

p2(t) =
∑
k

Re
[
s
(2)
k (t)

]
, (5.5)

where the parameters are found by a fit of its frequency-dependent polarisability, α2(ω). We

must renormalise the dipole moment to take into account that the TD-BSE simulation is per-

formed in the simulation cell of volume Ω1. Since we know the polarisation density of monolayer

2 is simply (c.f. Eq. (5.3))

P2 =
p2
Ω2

, (5.6)

where Ω2 is the volume of the unit cell from which α2(ω) was calculated. Hence, in Eq. (5.2a)

we rather use a dipole moment, pnorm2 , renormalised to the unit cell of monolayer 1,

pnorm2 = Ω1P2 , (5.7)

=
Ω1

Ω2
p2 . (5.8)

As an example, we take as monolayer 1 the h-BN monolayer from the previous section. We

work within the independent particle approximation and use the same convergence parameters

as in the LR calculation of Fig. 5.3 but with a reduced k-point sampling of 6× 6× 1.

We first perform the TD-BSE calculation for an isolated monolayer (R → ∞) to compare

with the standard LR results. In the LR calculation, we have a damping term which causes

a Lorentzian broadening of the resulting spectra in order to match experimental results. This

is obtained in the TD approach by adding a dephasing rate, Γ. For a damping in the spectra

of 0.2 eV (as in the LR calculations for h-BN in the previous section), we require Γ = 3.291 fs.

Note that it is important to add in this dephasing during the simulation (rather than in a post-

processing step) when we introduce the PEOM coupling since the PEOM parameters will have

been fitted from an already-damped spectrum. In all simulations in this chapter, we choose

a time-step of 0.05 fs for the Runge-Kutta propagation, and the external field is the delta-like
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function given in Eq. (3.18) with an intensity of I0 = 1Wcm−2 and a start-time equal to the

Runge-Kutta time-step.
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Figure 5.8: Time-dependent polarisation of the h-BN monolayer interacting with a delta-like exter-
nal field of intensity I0 = 1Wcm−2 as calculated from the TD-BSE equation within
the IP approximation.

Fig. 5.8 shows the time-dependent polarisation of the h-BN monolayer calculated from the

TD-BSE equation within the IP. The polarisability is obtained via Eq. (2.121) and the resulting

absorption spectrum is compared with the equivalent linear response (IP) calculation in Fig. 5.9.

We see good agreement between the two methods, as expected.

We now introduce coupling with the PEOMs. First of all, we determine the fitting parame-

ters by performing a least-squares fit of the LR spectrum for the isolated monolayer (as shown

in Fig. 5.9). This fit required N = 23 basis functions over the range 0–10 eV for an estimated

percentage error of around 0.7%. Once the parameters have been determined, we can solve the

TD-BSE equation (Eq. (2.116)) for the h-BN monolayer 1 coupled with the PEOMs in Eq. (5.4)

which describe the h-BN monolayer 2 via the fields in Eq. (5.2).

We wish to demonstrate that monolayer 2 as artificially described by the PEOMs do indeed

mimic the same response to the external field as monolayer 1 which is described quantum-

mechanically by the TD-BSE equation. At this point, we are not trying to simulate a bilayer

so we choose an arbitrary separation distance of R = 5a.u.. From Fig. 5.10, we can see that,

compared with the isolated monolayer, when the coupling is introduced the absorption peaks

blue-shift and broaden, with the effect being stronger at lower energies.

Moreover, we can see that the monolayer whose dynamics are solved by the TD-BSE re-

sponds in the same way to that mimicked by the PEOMs which is to be expected. Therefore, it
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Figure 5.9: The absorption spectrum of the isolated (R → ∞) h-BN monolayer within the IP
approximation as calculated via linear response (solid line) and the TD-BSE equation
(crosses).

is also possible to simulate both monolayers using PEOMs, thus reducing computational effort.

We shall call this approach the PEOM-PEOM method, while the former we refer to as the

RT-PEOM method. We introduce a set of EOMs to describe monolayer 1,

ṡ
(1)
k = −

(
γ
(1)
k + iω

(1)
k

)
s
(1)
k + iE2(t) , (5.9)

and is given by

p1(t) =
∑
k

Re
[
s
(1)
k (t)

]
, (5.10)

where the parameters are found by fitting the polarisability of monolayer 1, α1(ω). Of course,

in this case the parameters will be the same as those for monolayer 2. Eqs. (5.4) and (5.9) may

then be solved in a coupled fashion through the fields Eq. (5.2). Note that we do not need to

renormalise the dipole moments here.

Now, so far we have shown the spectra for the individual monolayers of h-BN. This is a

benefit of the PEOM method as one cannot separate out the separate responses of the con-

stituent monolayers with standard LR approaches. The absorption spectrum of a bilayer will

simply be the superposition of the spectra of monolayers 1 and 2. (Note, however, that we are

not presently interested with the physically correct bilayer response as we have chosen an arbi-

trary separation distance.) Fig. 5.11 shows the absorption spectrum of the bilayer as computed

within the RT-PEOM method and the PEOM-PEOM method. We see that the two methods
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Figure 5.10: Absorption of h-BN monolayers separated by a distance R = 5 a.u.. The dynamics of
monolayer 1 are calculated via the TD-BSE while those of monolayer 2 are calculated
via the PEOMs. The two monolayers are coupled through the external fields in
Eq. (5.2) by means of the induced dipole moments. The LR absorption spectrum of
an isolated monolayer is shown in grey for comparison.

produce the same results.

Note that solving the TD-BSE is generally computationally demanding, while the numerical

solution of the PEOMs is not only straightforward to implement, but significantly quicker with

negligible memory requirements. In the next section, we use the PEOM-PEOM method to

simulate bilayers of h-BN and MoS2 and compare the absorption spectra (within different

levels of approximation) with the LR calculations for the bilayers.
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Figure 5.11: Absorption spectrum of the simulated bilayer (the superposition of the spectra of
monolayers 1 and 2) using the TD-BSE coupled with the PEOMS (RT-PEOM
method) and two coupled sets of PEOMs (PEOM-PEOM method).
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5.4 Comparison of LR and PEOM-PEOM Spectra for Bilayers

In this section, we wish to compare the absorption spectra obtained via linear response theory

for bilayers of h−BN and MoS2 (as in Section 5.2) with those obtained by the PEOM-PEOM

method as outlined in the previous section.

We begin by looking at the h-BN bilayer and work within the independent particle (IP)

approximation. The first step of any PEOM calculation is to obtain the fitting parameters to

be used in the EOMs (c.f. Eqs. (5.4) and (5.9)). As we wish to mimic the bilayer response

within the IP approximation—i.e. two monolayers separated by a distance of d = 3.3 Å (see

Fig. 5.2 and Table 5.2)—we fit the LR, IP response of the h-BN monolayer (see Fig. 5.3). This

least-squares fit required N = 17 basis functions to achieve an estimated percentage error of

around 0.87% over the range 0–18 eV.
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of IP absorption spectra for a bilayer of h-BN obtained by LR-TDDFT
and the PEOM-PEOM method. For the PEOM-PEOM results, we compare for two
different layer-separation distances: the physically correct distance of R = 3.3 Å
and an effective distance of Reff = 8.5 Å which gives the dominant absorption peak
a similar intensity to that of the LR calculation. The spectrum for two isolated
monolayers (R→ ∞) is shown in grey for comparison.

Fig. 5.12 shows the LR, IP absorption spectrum for the h-BN bilayer as in Fig. 5.4. The

spectrum for two isolated monolayers is also shown for comparison. The LR results are com-

pared with those obtained by the PEOM-PEOM method by solving Eqs. (5.4) and (5.9) using

the fields in Eq. (5.2). As the layers in the LR simulation are separated by a distance of

d = 3.3 Å, it is natural to choose in Eq. (5.2) the distance of R = 3.3 Å. The results from this

PEOM-PEOM simulation are shown in Fig. 5.12. As in the test case in the previous section,
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we see a broadening of the peak and a blue-shift. However, the spectrum obtained in this way

is not in good agreement with the LR spectrum as the effect is too strong: compared with the

isolated monolayers, the bilayer LR spectrum has a decrease in peak-height of around 2 a.u.

(arbitrary units) and no blue-shift, while the PEOM-PEOM shows a decrease of around 4.5 a.u.

with a blue-shift of around 0.4 eV.

We can match the LR results better by decreasing the coupling between the two systems.

This is achieved by choosing a larger, effective distance between the two simulated EOMs, which

we denote Reff. We can see in Fig. 5.12 that choosing Reff = 8.5 Å yields a better description

of the dominant absorption peak in terms of peak-intensity, although there is still an unwanted

blue-shift of around 0.2 eV.
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of the RPA absorption spectra for a bilayer of h-BN obtained by LR-
TDDFT and the PEOM-PEOM method with Reff = 7 Å. The spectrum for two
isolated monolayers (R→ ∞) is shown in grey for comparison.

We now compare the LR, RPA spectrum of the h-BN bilayer with the PEOM-PEOM ap-

proach. The LR spectrum (c.f. Fig. 5.4) is shown in Fig. 5.13 and, similarly to the IP spectrum,

we notice a decrease in the peak-intensity of around 2 a.u.. The PEOM parameters are obtained

by fitting the LR, RPA spectrum for the monolayer (Fig. 5.3) which required N = 17 basis

functions to achieve an estimated percentage error of around 0.56% over the range 0–18 eV.

To match the peak-intensity of the LR calculation, we require an effective separation distance

of Reff = 7a.u. which also, however, induces an unwanted blue-shift of around 0.1 eV. Notice

that the effective distance here is almost 18% smaller than that required for in the previous

IP case, suggesting that there is a stronger electromagnetic coupling between the layers when

local field effects are included.
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of the BSE absorption spectra for a bilayer of h-BN obtained by LR-BSE
and the PEOM-PEOM method with Reff = 10 Å. The spectrum for two isolated
monolayers (R→ ∞) is shown in grey for comparison.

Finally, we consider the absorption spectra within the framework of the BSE. The PEOM

parameters are found by fitting the LR, BSE spectrum for the monolayer (Fig. 5.3) which

required N = 12 basis functions to achieve and estimated percentage error of around 0.08%

over the range 0–10 eV. The LR spectrum (c.f. Fig. 5.4) is shown in Fig. 5.14 and as described

in Section 5.2, compared with the two isolated monolayers, we see both a decrease in peak-

intensities along with a blue-shift of around 1 eV. To gain the same decrease in peak-intensity

requires an effective distance in the PEOM-PEOM calculation of Reff = 10 Å. Note that this is

almost 18% larger than the equivalent Reff in the IP calculation, suggesting perhaps that the

electromagnetic coupling between the layers within the BSE is weaker and that excitonic effects

are more important in describing the difference in spectra between the monolayer and bilayer.

Moreover, by examining Fig. 5.4, we may attribute the blue-shift between the monolayer and

bilayer within the BSE to the screening of the additional layer since this shift is not apparent

in the IP and RPA cases. This additional screening is clearly not accounted for in the PEOM

model, which is fitted only from an isolated monolayer. Nonetheless, the profile of the spectrum

is well described by the PEOM-PEOM method, although the blue-shift is only around 0.1 eV

as compared to 0.7 eV in the LR calculation.

In each of the IP, RPA and BSE simulations of the h-BN bilayer, we see that provided

an appropriate effective distance is chosen in the PEOM-PEOM method, the PEOM-PEOM

spectra and the LR spectra agree qualitatively, apart from the description of the blue-shift in

the peak position which is over-estimated in the IP and RPA calculations and under-estimated
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in the BSE calculation. Note, however, that the energy-shift of the spectra may be reproduced

in an empirical fashion by including an additional parameter in the EOMs. E.g., we can simply

move the peak positions by adding on a constant energy shift, ωc, in Eqs. (5.4) and (5.9):

ṡ
(1,2)
k = −

(
γ
(1,2)
k + i(ω

(1,2)
k + ωc)

)
s
(1,2)
k + iE(1,2)(t) . (5.11)
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Figure 5.15: Same as Fig. 5.14 but with the PEOM-PEOM spectrum ‘corrected’ by incorporating
an energy shift of ωc = 0.59 eV into the PEOMs.

In Fig. 5.15, we repeat the PEOM-PEOM calculation as in Fig. 5.14 but include the energy

shift ωc = 0.59 eV when solving the PEOMs. We can see that the first peak in the PEOM-

PEOM spectrum now matches the LR spectrum almost perfectly, while the second peak is

displaced by around 0.1 eV. Of course, this ad hoc approach is not desirable from an ab initio

point of view, however.

Figure 5.16 compares the absorption spectra from LR-TDDFT and the PEOM-PEOM

method for the MoS2 bilayer within the RPA and IP approximations. In the IP case, the

PEOM parameters are obtained by fitting the LR, IP spectrum (see Fig. 5.5) which required

N = 20 basis functions for an estimated percentage error of 0.75% over the range 0–6 eV.

Similarly, the PEOM parameters for the RPA are obtained by fitting the LR, RPA spectrum

of Fig. 5.5, requiring N = 20 basis functions for an error of 0.59%.

In both the IP and RPA spectra for the MoS2 bilayer (as discussed at Fig. 5.6), we see there

is very little difference between the isolated monolayers and the bilayer, implying that there is

little interaction between the layers within these approximations (we would, however, expect

there to be a greater difference within the BSE). Therefore, in the PEOM-PEOM method, we
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of the IP (a) and RPA (b) absorption spectra for a bilayer of MoS2
obtained within LR-TDDFT and the PEOM method with Reff = 100 Å (a) and
Reff = 120 Å (b). The spectra for two isolated monolayers (R → ∞) of MoS2 are
shown in grey for comparison.

require a very large value for Reff (Reff = 100 Å in the IP and Reff = 120 Å in the RPA) to

replicate the LR results. Theses values of Reff are around 17 times that of the ‘physical’ layer

separation distance of R = 6.77 Å (see Fig. 5.1 and Table 5.1) compared to those for the h-BN

bilayer which were within 18% of the physical distance. This apparent dependence on the

system can be taken care of as follows.

We introduce an exponential factor which depends on the lattice parameter of the system,

e−R/a, which appears in front of the dipole moment in the fields felt by the layers, e.g., Eq. (5.2a)

becomes

E1(t) = EEXT(t)− e−R/a p2(t)

R
, (5.12)

where a is the lattice parameter. This factor proportionately decreases the coupling between

the layers which dispenses with the need of the effective distance, Reff, which varied greatly

between the h-BN and MoS2 systems. The factor may be justified, e.g., as a near-field effect

with system-dependent decay, depending on the surface geometry of the system. A similar

factor is obtained in Chapter 2.1 of Ref. [95] which describes a static, permanent near-field at

the surface of ionic crystals.

In Fig. 5.17 we show the RPA spectra using this method for (a) the h-BN and (b) MoS2

bilayers and we see equally good agreement between the PEOM and LR approaches in both

cases. Compared with using Reff, however, the peak heights are not in quite so good agreement:

this is to be expected as Reff was tailored precisely to align the peak heights. One could then

further combine the exponential factor with an effective distance which can describe the differ-

ences in approximations (IP, RPA or BSE) while the additional factor ensures an independence

of the system-dependent lattice parameter.

In summary, we have found that the PEOM-PEOM method can give qualitatively similar
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Figure 5.17: (a) and (b) are the same as Fig. 5.13 and Fig. 5.16 (b) respectively but using the field
with the exponential factor (see Eq. (5.12)) instead of the effective distance, Reff.

results in the optical absorption spectra to those of the traditional linear response TDDFT and

BSE calculations for bilayers of h-BN and MoS2. However, we find that an effective value, Reff,

for the interlayer distance is required for better agreement between the methods in terms of, e.g.,

peak-strength and is dependent on the level of approximation used in the abinitio calculation.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

In this thesis, we have proposed the projected equations of motion (PEOM) method for mod-

elling the dynamics of two separated systems, coupled through an electric field. The PEOM

method is beneficial when a composite system may be separated into a primary and secondary

system, where the primary system in general requires a high level of theory in order to accurately

describe its dynamics. On the other hand, the secondary system is modelled by knowledge of

its frequency-dependent polarisability, from which parameters may be fitted which enter into a

set of EOMs (the PEOMs). The two systems are then coupled via an externally applied field

through a dipole-dipole interaction. The method was then applied to several systems and results

were compared with existing methods as a proof of concept and demonstrating the benefits of

the PEOM method.

Introduction

In Chapter 1, we discussed the recent interest in nanostructured media both in research and

commercially. In particular, we mentioned that the useful, optical properties of nanostructured

semiconductors (such as two-dimensional semiconductors and quantum dots) may be enhanced,

or affected, by the presence of metal nanoparticles. We then went on to describe the state of

the art in simulating the optical and electronic properties of such systems from an ab initio per-

spective. It was stated that the higher levels of theory for accurately describing the ground and

excited states of the electronic systems are limited to relatively small systems. Consequently,

since metal nanoparticles are in general much larger systems than the semiconductor systems

(from a modelling point of view), one must resort to hybrid methods which treat the constituent

systems at different levels of theory to allow for realistic calculations. We discussed existing

hybrid methods such as QM/MM and FDTD approaches and proposed the PEOM method as
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a computationally cheaper alternative.

Background Theory

In Chapter 2, we introduced the concepts with brief derivations and the key equations associ-

ated with the state of the art in the theoretical simulation of electronic systems. We began by

introducing the notion of polarisation and the dielectric function from which optical absorp-

tion spectra may be obtained. We went on to introduce the notion of the wavefunction and

the time-independent Schrödinger equation for calculating the ground state properties. Density

functional theory (DFT) was introduced within the Kohn-Sham scheme as a density alternative

to the wavefunction approach. We then introduced the time-dependent Schrödinger equation

for solving the time-evolution of the wavefunction when interacting with an electromagnetic

field. Again, several wavefunction alternative methods were also introduced, including time-

dependent DFT and the Green’s function-based Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) (both within

the linear response regime and extended to periodic systems). These methods allow for the di-

rect calculation of the frequency-dependent, linear, macroscopic dielectric function (and, hence,

the absorption spectra). Time-dependent frameworks were also introduced which in principle

allow for simulations beyond the linear regime. These included the density matrix equations

of motion and the time-dependent BSE. The theories discussed in Chapter 2 are the standard

approaches to simulating electronic and optical phenomena in electronic systems which may be

used, e.g., to treat the ‘primary system’ in the PEOM method.

The PEOM Method

The PEOMmethod was introduced and derived in Chapter 3. We began be stating the fields felt

by the coupled primary and secondary systems which are effectively the sum of the externally

applied field and the dipole field originating from the coupled system. The dipole moment of

the primary system is found by any time-dependent method (e.g. those mentioned in the above

paragraph). The dipole moment of the secondary system is described by solving a set of PEOMs

which involve parameters fitted from the frequency-dependent polarisability of the secondary

system which is assumed to be known. (Note that the primary system may also be treated in

the same way, which we refer to as the PEOM-PEOM method.) Chapter 3 concludes with a

small test performed on an isolated MNP to demonstrate that the polarisability constructed

from the PEOMs reproduces the original polarisability from which the PEOMs were formed.
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The SQD-MNP System

In Chapter 4, we applied the PEOM method to a semiconducting quantum dot-metal nanopar-

ticle (SQD-MNP) system. The SQD was treated as a two-level quantum system via density

matrix theory while the MNP was modelled within the PEOM framework. We first investigated

energy absorption rates (response to a monochromatic wave) in both the weak and strong field

regimes and found that the PEOM method produced the same results as the existing rotat-

ing wave approximation (RWA) analytical solutions from the literature. We then went on to

examine the population dynamics of the SQD in response to a laser pulse when coupled with

the MNP. For picosecond pulses, we found good agreement between the PEOM method and

existing semi-analytical solutions based on the RWA and an effective field method. However,

we showed that these semi-analytical methods become unreliable for femtosecond pulses. More-

over, we showed that the response of the SQD-MNP system depended strongly on the details of

the polarisability of the MNP for ultrashort excitation. These details are captured within the

PEOM approach but not within the semi-analytical approximations. We then demonstrated

that the RWA and effective field approximations may be mimicked by the PEOM method by

artificially ‘blurring’ the details of the MNP polarisability by choosing a polarisability that is

local in time.

2D Material Composites

In Chapter 5, we investigated the optical absorption spectra of monolayers and bilayers of h-

BN and MoS2 as a means of further proof of concept of the PEOM method. We began by

describing the atomic configurations of the systems, both of which share the same layered form

with hexagonal symmetry. We then calculated the linear response (LR) absorption spectra

for each of the systems in both the independent particle (IP) and RPA approximations. In

the case of h-BN, we also looked at the BSE response. For the h-BN monolayer, we found

little difference between the IP and RPA results, while the BSE showed a strong red-shit and

more intense absorption peak as expected due to strong excitonic effects. The bilayer response

within IP and RPA was similar to that of the monolayer, while the BSE gave a reduction

in magnitude and blue-shift compared with the monolayer. Similar results were obtained for

the MoS2 structures and, again, there were only small differences between the IP and RPA

calculations, with apparently little interaction between the layers in the bilayer case within

these approximations. We expect there to be a significant difference for the BSE calculation

(see, e.g., Ref. [14]), which should be investigated further.

We then went on to describe how the PEOM method may be used to simulate the bilayers

and discussed two possible approaches. The first approach was similar to that of the SQD-MNP
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system as in Chapter 4 where a monolayer is treated (analogously to the SQD) using equations

of motion from quantum mechanics in the form of the TD-BSE. The additional monolayer is

then treated using the PEOMs which have been fitted from the LR absorption spectrum (we

called this method the RT-PEOM method). The second method described both monolayers

using the same PEOMs (which we called the PEOM-PEOM method) and we showed that the

RT-PEOM and PEOM-PEOM gave the same results for the absorption spectrum of an artificial

bilayer of h-BN.

Finally, we compared the optical spectra for the bilayers obtained from the standard LR

calculations with those from the PEOM-PEOM method for the three different levels of approxi-

mation (IP, RPA and BSE). We found that the LR spectra could be qualitatively reproduced by

the PEOM-PEOM method: further, the results could be better aligned quantitatively, in terms

of peak-strength, by using an effective separation distance, Reff, which depends on the level of

approximation used in the ab initio simulation and, in terms of peak-position, by including an

empirical, rigid energy shift within the PEOMs. In particular, for the LR-BSE spectrum of

the h-BN bilayer we noticed a peak-shift compared with the monolayer due to the additional

screening of the second layer.

Outlook

There are further avenues of investigation left open at the conclusion of this thesis in terms of

improvement of the PEOM method for both the SQD-MNP system and 2D systems.

For the SQD-MNP system, in the description of the MNP polarisability, we have used the

dipole approximation. This has been shown to be sufficient provided the separation distance is

relatively large or equally for interacting with short pulses [26]. However, for strong SQD-MNP

coupling or for non-spherical MNPs, a multipole description should be preferred [27, 96, 97].

For such cases, the PEOMs should be adapted to accommodate for these higher-order multipole

effects. On the other hand, even the multipolar description may not be adequate to treat MNPs

with complicated geometries where a full electrodynamical calculation may be necessary [34–

37, 98].

Further, in all the literature discussed in this thesis regarding optics in SQD-MNP systems,

the SQD has been modelled as a 2-level system as shown in Chapter 4. However, to describe

phenomena such as electromagnetically induced transparency or second harmonic generation in

the hybrid system, a 2-level description will not suffice and 3-level models have been used. For

example, in Refs. [22, 99] pump-probe experiments were simulated in a similar way to as outlined

in Chapter 4 but with two incident electric fields (the pump and the probe field) and where the

SQD has three instead of two energy levels, resulting in a 3 × 3 density matrix. The external

fields are monochromatic and equations similar to those of Section 4.2.1 (though much more
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involved) are obtained within the RWA. These simulations may be equally performed within

the PEOM method in exactly the same fashion as shown in Fig. 4.2 but where the general

master equation for the 3×3 density matrix (see Eq. (2.56)) are evolved with the PEOMs. The

effect of ultrafast pulse excitation within this system may also easily be investigated within the

PEOM method as, beyond the RWA, the short pulse will excite multiple transitions within the

multi-level system, coupled with the fully-described MNP polarisability.

Now, in the h-BN bilayer system, we noticed a peak-shift in the absorption spectrum with

respect to the monolayer due to the additional screening of the second layer. Though we

approximated this effect empirically (see Fig. 5.15), this screening effect cannot be inherently

described within the PEOMs. It is also worth noting that the PEOM method is based on

a macroscopic field and takes as input the macroscopic dielectric function. Of course, e.g.

in TDDFT calculations, the macroscopic dielectric function is obtained via an average over

the microscopic contributions. Therefore, the PEOM approach does not take into account

any microscopic fluctuations or effects from local inhomogeneities which may be important for

some systems. In such cases, one may wish to modify the PEOMs to include, e.g., a spatial

dependence.

Other quantum mechanical phenomena cannot be replicated within the PEOM, such as

wavefunction overlap if the constituent parts are brought very close together, or quantum

tunnelling. However, these are exotic processes: more realistically for systems of interest, one

may be interested in the role of interlayer excitons in TMD heterostructures which have been

shown to influence the spectroscopic properties as described, e.g., in Refs. [100, 101]. The

formation of electron-hole pairs shared between the constituent monolayers can clearly not

be described by the PEOM method. In Ref. [101], the quantum-electrostatic heterostructure

(QEH) model (a semiclassical, hybrid method to yield the dielectric function of heterostructures

as discussed in Section 1.2) was combined with an effective Hamiltonian to describe such effects.

In this sense, the QEH model is an improvement over the PEOM method. However, it is a

static model while the PEOM method is time-dependent and may be used, e.g., to investigate

non-linear phenomena such as second harmonic generation in these heterostructures as shown

experimentally in Refs. [102, 103].

Now, compared to ab initio LR approaches, we have shown that the coupling between the

monolayers in the PEOM method can be modified depending on the choice of Reff which deter-

mines the coupling strength. While we have previously described this as a disadvantage from

an ab initio point of view, it may be seen as a way to simulate effects such as in Ref. [104]

where it was shown that there is negligible interlayer coupling in mechanically stacked hetero-

junctions of MoS2 and WSe2 monolayers but that a van der Waals interaction is induced when

the system is subject to heating, thus changing the spectroscopic properties. Moreover, the

PEOMs can be easily modified to include dissipative effects, e.g., from heating, in the dynamics
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by incorporating a stochastic process as described in Refs. [74, 105].

Finally, though we have presently modelled 2D bilayer systems using the PEOM method

as a proof of concept, we note that the original intention was to model semiconductor-metal

nanoparticle systems which are currently out of reach of the state-of-the-art ab initio approaches

(as discussed in the introduction to the thesis). Therefore, the next step in this work should be

to simulate experiments such as in Refs. [10–12, 106, 107] where metal nanoparticles have been

shown to enhance the optical properties of MoS2 monolayers. As a starting point, in the PEOM

method, one would require an effective polarisability to describe the array of nanoparticles such

as in Ref. [108].



Appendix A

The Projected Equations of Motion

Method

A.1 Generalisation to Anisotropic Media

In the case of anisotropic media, the effective fields in Eq. (3.1) become

EPS(t) = EEXT(t) +
3n̂ (pSS(t) · n̂)− pSS(t)

R3
, (A.1)

ESS(t) = EEXT(t) +
3n̂ (pPS(t) · n̂)− pPS(t)

R3
, (A.2)

and the polarisability of the secondary system now becomes a tensor (see Eq. (2.6)),

αSS =


α(xx) α(xy) α(xz)

α(yx) α(yy) α(yz)

α(zx) α(zy) α(zz)

 . (A.3)

The theory then proceeds as in Section 3.2 except in how pSS(t) is expanded: we expand the

i-th vector component (i = x, y, z) as (see Eq. (2.7))

p
(i)
SS(t) =

∑
j=x,y,z

Nij∑
k=1

c
(ij)
k Re

[
s
(ij)
k (t)

]
, (A.4)

where the functions s
(ij)
k (t) are found from the differential equations

ṡ
(ij)
k = −

(
γ
(ij)
k + iω

(ij)
k

)
s
(ij)
k + iE

(i)
SS (t) , (A.5)
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for i, j = x, y, z and k = 1, . . . , Nij and the parameters are found by fitting each component of

the α tensor to

α
(ij)
SS (ω) =

Nij∑
k=1

c
(ij)
k

[
1

(ω
(ij)
k − ω)− iγ

(ij)
k

+
1

(ω
(ij)
k + ω) + iγ

(ij)
k

]
, (A.6)

for i, j = x, y, z.



Appendix B

Semiconducting Quantum Dot-Metal

Nanoparticle Hybrid

B.1 Density Matrix Equations of Motion for Isolated SQD

It is common to model the SQD as a simple 2-level system with ground state, |1⟩ with en-

ergy ℏω1, and excited state, |2⟩ with energy ℏω2. We describe the dynamics of the system

under interaction with the field, E(t), by means of the density matrix equations of motion (see

Section 2.3.2). In particular, we choose the form with phenomenological damping as given in

Ref. [39], i.e.

ρ̇ = i [H,ρ]− Γ ◦
(
ρ− ρ(eq)

)
, (B.1)

where ρ is the 2 × 2 density matrix, H is the system Hamiltonian matrix and Γ and ρ(eq)

describes the damping (e.g., ρ11 decays to ρ
(eq)
11 at a rate of Γ11). By choosing

ρ(eq) =

1 0

0 0

 , (B.2)

and

Γ =

Γ11 Γ21

Γ21 Γ11

 (B.3)

the system naturally decays to the ground state.

The system Hamiltonian may be split into a non-interacting part, Ĥ0, and the part describ-

ing the interaction with the field, V̂ (t),

Ĥ = Ĥ0 + V̂ (t) . (B.4)
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The interaction Hamiltonian is given in the dipole approximation, i.e.,

V̂ (t) = −µ̂ ·E(t) , (B.5)

where µ̂ is the dipole moment operator, µ̂ = −er. From Eq. (2.42) its matrix elements are

µmn = ⟨ψm | r |ψn⟩ , (B.6)

where {ψn} are the (orthonormal) eigenfunctions of the TISE with corresponding eigenenergies,

{ℏωn}, i.e.

Ĥ0ψn = ℏωnψn . (B.7)

It is clear from Eq. (B.6) that the transition dipole moment matrix is anti-diagonal and Her-

mitian and its elements are, in general, vectors. Hence,

µ =

 0 µ12

µ21 0

 . (B.8)

Moreover, its elements are necessarily real so µ12 = µ∗
21. We also assume that the SQD is

isotropic so that µ21 = (µ21, µ21, µ21)
T
. Hence, if we write the field as E(t) = E(t)ê, where ê

is the unit vector in the direction of the field, then

µ21 ·E(t) = µ21E(t) , (B.9)

and from Eqs. (B.5) and (B.8) the matrix representation of the interaction Hamiltonian is

V = −

0 1

1 0

µ21E(t) . (B.10)

Similarly, the elements of the non-interacting Hamiltonian matrix are

H0,mn =
⟨
ψm

∣∣∣ Ĥ0

∣∣∣ψn

⟩
, (B.11)

and from Eqs. (2.24) and (B.7) and using that the {ψn} are orthonormal, it is easy to show

that

H0,mn = ℏωnδmn , (B.12)

and hence

H0 =

ω1 0

0 ω2

 . (B.13)
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From Eqs. (B.4), (B.10) and (B.13), the total Hamiltonian matrix is

H =

 ω1 −µ21E(t)

−µ21E(t) ω2

 . (B.14)

Therefore, substituting Eqs. (B.2), (B.3) and (B.14) into Eq. (B.1) gives the following equations

of motion for the density matrix elements,

∆̇ = −4µ21E(t)Im [ρ21]− Γ11(∆− 1) , (B.15a)

˙ρ21 = − (Γ21 + iω0) ρ21 + iµ21E(t)∆ , (B.15b)

where we have used the relation ρ12 = ρ∗21 (see Eq. (2.47)) and defined the population difference

as

∆ = ρ11 − ρ22 , (B.16)

and the energy difference as

ω0 = ω2 − ω1 . (B.17)

B.2 RWA Steady-State Solution for Isolated SQD

Depending on the form of the external field, the EOMs in Eq. (B.15) may be solved analytically.

In particular, if it has a plane-wave form, e.g.,

E(t) = E0 cos(ωLt) , (B.18)

then the steady-state solution may be obtained within the rotating wave approximation (RWA).

In Eq. (B.18), E0 is the amplitude of the field and ωL is the frequency. Now, according to [109],

if the SQD is treated as a dielectric sphere of dielectric constant, ϵS, then the field is screened

by a factor,

ϵeffS =
2 + ϵS

3
. (B.19)

In the literature, this screening is often absorbed into the dipole matrix element, though some

argue that the screening should be explicitly included in the external field. We follow the former

procedure, and introduce the screened dipole matrix element,

µ̃21 =
µ

ϵeffS
, (B.20)

where µ is the bare dipole matrix element.

In the RWA, we assume that the laser frequency is very close to the energy gap of the system,
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i.e. ωL ≈ ω0. In this case, any terms in the dynamics oscillating ‘quickly’ at frequencies much

greater than ω0 (e.g. at ω0 + ωL) may be neglected, while the ‘slowly’ oscillating terms (e.g.

at ω0 − ωL) are retained. We thus write ρ21 as composed of a slowly oscillating term, ρ̄21, and

the quickly oscillating part, e−iωLt, i.e.

ρ21 = ρ̄21e
−iωLt . (B.21)

By slowly oscillating, here, we mean that ρ̄21 is assumed to vary on a much larger timescale than

2π/ωL. Using the exponential form of the cosine function, substituting Eqs. (B.18) and (B.21)

into Eq. (B.15b) under the RWA and rearranging yields

˙̄ρ21 = − [Γ21 + i (ω0 − ωL)] ρ̄21 + i
µ̃21E0

2
∆ . (B.22)

Taking the steady-state conditions where the slowly varying part of ρ21 and the population

difference, ∆, remain constant in time, i.e.,

˙̄ρ21 = 0 , (B.23a)

∆̇ = 0 , (B.23b)

gives the following set of equations from Eqs. (B.15a) and (B.22)

ρ̄s.s.21 =
−Ω0∆

s.s.

(ωL − ω0) + iΓ21
, (B.24a)

(1−∆s.s.)Γ11 = 4Ω0Im [ρ̄s.s.21 ] , (B.24b)

where we have defined the Rabi frequency,

Ω0 =
µ̃21E0

2
. (B.25)

Eq. (B.24) can be solved algebraically to obtain analytical expressions for the steady-state

values of ρ̄21 and ∆ by considering the real and imaginary parts of ρ̄s.s.21 separately.

B.3 Effective Field for Coupled SQD-MNP System

We now wish to see how the SQD dynamics are modified when the coupled to the MNP

as described in Section 4.1. In this section, we derive an approximate formula for the field
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experienced by the SQD when coupled to an MNP under the following pulsed external field,

EEXT(t) = f(t)E0 cos(ωLt) (B.26)

= f(t)
E0

2

(
eiωLt + e−iωLt

)
, (B.27)

where f(t) is a slowly-varying temporal pulse envelope. From Eq. (4.1a), the field experienced

by the SQD is

ESQD = EEXT + g
pMNP

R3
. (B.28)

Now, as discussed in the previous section, the screening of the SQD is incorporated into a

screened dipole matrix element, µ̃21 so that the density matrix EOMs in Eq. (B.15) become

∆̇ = −4µ̃21ESQD(t)Im [ρ21]− Γ11(∆− 1) , (B.29a)

˙ρ21 = − (Γ21 + iω0) ρ21 + iµ̃21ESQD(t)∆ . (B.29b)

In the frequency domain,

pMNP(ω) = αMNP(ω)EMNP(ω) , (B.30)

where αMNP(ω) is the polarisability of the MNP and

EMNP = EEXT + g
pSQD

R3
. (B.31)

Substituting Eq. (B.31) into Eq. (B.30) gives

pMNP(ω) = αMNP(ω)

[
EEXT(ω) + g

pSQD(ω)

R3

]
, (B.32)

which, when substituted into Eq. (B.28) upon rearranging gives

ESQD(ω) = EEXT(ω) +
g

R3
αMNP(ω)EEXT(ω) +

g2

R6
αMNP(ω)pSQD(ω) . (B.33)

We define the Fourier transform (FT) and the inverse Fourier transform respectively by

FT [g(t)] (ω) =

∫ ∞

−∞
g(t)eiωtdt , (B.34a)

FT−1 [g(w)] (t) =

∫ ∞

−∞
g(w)e−iωtdω . (B.34b)
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Taking the FT of the external field from Eq. (B.27) gives

FT [EEXT(t)] (ω) =
E0f(t)

2

∫ ∞

−∞

(
eiωLte−iωLt

)
eiωtdt (B.35)

=
E0f(t)

2

∫ ∞

−∞

(
ei(ω+ωL)t + ei(ω−ωL)t

)
dt (B.36)

=
E0f(t)

2
[δ (ω + ωL) + δ (ω − ωL)] , (B.37)

where we have assumed that the slowly-varying envelope, f(t), varies on a much larger timescale

than 2π/ωL, allowing us to separate it outside the integral. Hence,

FT−1 [αMNP(ω)EEXT(ω)] (t) =
E0f(t)

2

∫ ∞

−∞
αMNP(ω) [δ(ω + ωL) + δ(ω − ωL)] e

−iωtdω (B.38)

=
E0f(t)

2

[
αMNP(ωL)e

−iωLt + αMNP(−ωL)e
iωLt

]
. (B.39)

By the properties of the polarisability, it can be shown that (see e.g. Ref. [39])

αMNP(−ωL) = α∗
MNP(ωL) , (B.40)

and so Eq. (B.37) becomes

FT−1 [αMNP(ω)EEXT(ω)] (t) =
E0f(t)

2

[
αMNP(ωL)e

−iωLt + α∗
MNP(ωL)e

iωLt
]
. (B.41)

Now, from the dipole operator matrix, Eq. (B.8), and using Eq. (2.53), it is easy to show

that

pSQD = tr (ρµ̃21) (B.42)

= µ̃21 (ρ21 + ρ∗21) . (B.43)

As in Eq. (B.21), we separate ρ21 into its quickly and slowly oscillating components. Again,

since ρ̄21 varies on a much longer timescale than 2π/ωL, we can, separate the slowly-varying

part outside of the integrals when using the FT:

FT [ρ21(t)] (ω) = ρ̄21

∫ ∞

−∞
e−iωLteiωtdt (B.44)

= ρ̄21δ(ω − ωL) , (B.45)

and, similarly,

FT [ρ∗21(t)] (ω) = ρ̄∗21δ(ω + ωL) . (B.46)
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Substituting Eqs. (B.45) and (B.46) into Eq. (B.43) gives

pSQD(ω) = µ̃21 (ρ̄21δ(ω − ωL) + ρ̄∗21δ(ω + ωL) , (B.47)

and, hence,

FT−1 [αMNP(ω)pSQD(ω)] (t) = µ̃21

∫ ∞

−∞
αMNP(ω) [ρ̄21δ(ω − ωL) + ρ̄∗21δ(ω + ωL] e

−iωtdω ,

(B.48)

= µ̃21

[
αMNP(ωL)ρ̄21e

−iωLt + α∗
MNP(ωL)ρ̄

∗
21e

iωLt
]
. (B.49)

Finally, using Eqs. (B.27), (B.41) and (B.49) we see by taking the inverse FT of Eq. (B.33) and

with some rearranging that

ESQD(t) =

{
E0f(t)

2

(
1 +

g

R3
αMNP(ωL)

)
+
g2µ̃21

R6
αMNP(ωL)ρ̄21(t)

}
e−iωLt + c.c. , (B.50)

which is valid provided both ρ̄21 and the pulse envelope, f(t), vary on a much larger timescale

than 2π/ωL. We call this approximation the effective field method.

B.4 RWA and Steady-State Solution for SQD-MNP System

In the previous section we derived an approximation for the effective field experienced by the

SQD, ESQD, when coupled to an MNP as given in Eq. (B.50). We seek the steady-state solution

to the density matrix EOMs in Eq. (B.29). Substituting Eq. (B.50) in to Eq. (B.29), invoking

the RWA and rearranging gives

∆̇ = 4Im [(f(t)Ωeff +Gρ̄21) ρ̄12] + Γ11 (1−∆) , (B.51a)

˙̄ρ21 = [i (ωL − ω0 +G∆)− Γ21] ρ̄21 + if(t)Ωeff∆ , (B.51b)

where we have introduced

Ωeff = Ω0

(
1 +

g

R3
αMNP(ωL)

)
, (B.52)

G =
g2µ̃2

21

R6
αMNP(ωL) . (B.53)

As in Appendix B.2, for the steady-state solution the external field shall be a monochromatic

field, which is equivalent to taking the pulse envelope to be f(t) = 1. By setting f(t) = 1 in

Eq. (B.51b) and taking the steady-state condition, ˙̄ρ21 = 0, we arrive at the following coupled
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equations,

ρ̄s.s.21 =
− (ΩR + iΩI)∆

s.s.

(ωL − ω0 +GR∆s.s.) + i (Γ21 +GI∆s.s.)
, (B.54a)

(1−∆s.s.)Γ11 = 4ΩRIm [ρ̄21]− 4ΩIRe [ρ̄21]− 4GI |ρ̄21|2 , (B.54b)

where we have written Ωeff = ΩR+iΩI and G = GR+iGI . Upon substituting Eq. (B.54a) into

Eq. (B.54b) and rearranging, we get the following cubic equation

a(∆s.s.)3 + b(∆s.s.)2 + c∆s.s. + d = 0 , (B.55)

where the coefficients are

a = |G|2 , (B.56a)

b = 2GIΓ21 + 2(ωL − ω0)GR|G|2 , (B.56b)

c = 4|Ωeff|2
Γ21

Γ11
+ Γ2

21 + (ωL − ω0)
2 − 2(GIΓ21 + (ωL − ω0)GR) , (B.56c)

d = −
(
Γ2
21 + (ωL − ω0)

2
)
. (B.56d)

The nature of the roots of Eq. (B.55) are determined by the discriminant, ζ, given by

ζ = 18abcd− 4b2d+ b2c2 − 4ac3 − 27a2d2 . (B.57)

In particular, if d ≥ 0 then there are 3 real roots and if d < 0 there are 2 nonreal complex

conjugate roots and 1 real root. Since ∆ is the population difference (which is a measurable

observable), we require the root to be real. Hence, in the first case there may be three possible

values of ∆s.s., but in reality there can only be one (which may be found, e.g., by the numerical

solutions to Eq. (B.51)). This issue is discussed in detail in REF.

B.5 Time-Derivative of pMNP(t)

From Eq. (4.24), we have that

pMNP(t) =
N∑

k=1

ckRe [sk(t)] . (B.58)

and so it follows that

d

dt
pMNP(t) =

N∑
k=1

ckRe [ṡk(t)] . (B.59)
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Substituting Eq. (4.25) into Eq. (B.59) gives

d

dt
pMNP(t) =

N∑
k=1

ckRe [−(γk + iωk)sk(t) + iEMNP(t)] , (B.60)

and using the fact the EMNP(t) is real-valued, we arrive at

d

dt
=

N∑
k=1

ck (ωkIm [sk(t)]− γkRe [sk(t)]) . (B.61)

B.6 Energy Absorption Rate for MNP in the RWA

From Eq. (4.12), Eq. (4.15) and Eq. (4.14), the energy absorption rate for the MNP is defined

as

QMNP =
1

δT

∫ T+δT

T

(
d

dt
pMNP(t)

)(
EMNP(t)−

4π

3
pMNP(t)

)
dt , (B.62)

where we have cancelled out the volume integral as the quantities of interest here have no spatial

dependence. From Eq. (4.7) and Eq. (4.1b), we have

pMNP(ω) = αMNP(ω)
(
EEXT(ω) +

g

R3
pSQD(ω)

)
, (B.63)

and then from Eq. (B.41) and Eq. (B.49), we see by taking the inverse Fourier transform of

Eq. (B.63) and rearranging that

pMNP(t) = FT−1
[
αMNP(ω)EEXT(ω) +

g

R3
αMNP(ω)pSQD(ω)

]
(t) (B.64)

= ĒMNPαMNP(ωL)e
−iωLt + c.c. , (B.65)

where we have defined

ĒMNP =
E0

2
+
gµ̃21

R3
ρ̄21 . (B.66)

Taking the time derivative of Eq. (B.65) gives

d

dt
pMNP(t) = −iωLĒMNPαMNP(ωL)e

−iωLt + c.c. (B.67)

Hence,

(
d

dt
pMNP(t)

)
EMNP(t) =

(
−iωLĒMNPαMNP(ωL)e

−iωLt + c.c.
) (
ĒMNPe

−iωLt + c.c.
)

(B.68)

= −iωLĒMNPĒ
∗
MNP (αMNP(ωL)

∗ − αMNP(ωL)) (B.69)

= 2ωLIm [αMNP(ωL)] |ĒMNP|2 , (B.70)
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where we have invoked the RWA in the second line. Similarly,

(
d

dt
pMNP(t)

)
pMNP(t) =

(
−iωLĒMNPα(ωL)e

−iωLt + c.c.
) (
ĒMNPαe

−iωLt + c.c.
)

(B.71)

= −iωL|ĒMNP|2|αMNP(ωL)|2 (B.72)

= 0 , (B.73)

where we have, again, used the RWA in the second line. Therefore, substituting Eqs. (B.70)

and (B.73) into Eq. (B.62) gives

QMNP = 2ωLIm [αMNP(ωL)] |ĒMNP|2 . (B.74)

In going from Eq. (B.62) to Eq. (B.74), we have used the fact that ρ̄21 varies on a much longer

timescale than 2π/ωL and since δT = 2π/ωL (from Eq. (4.16)), the integrand is effectively

constant over the limits of the integral, and then 1/δT
∫ T+δT

T
dt = 1.

B.7 Effective Field Limitations

With the pulsed external field,

EEXT(t) =
E0

2
f(t)

(
e−iωLt + c.c.

)
, (B.75)

and by writing the SQD dipole in its positive and negative frequency contributions as

pSQD(t) = µ̃21

(
ρ̄21e

−iωLt + c.c.
)
, (B.76)

it is easy to show from Eq. (4.1b) that the field felt by the MNP is given by

EMNP(t) = ĒMNP(t)e
iωLt + c.c , (B.77)

where

ĒMNP(t) =
E0

2
f(t) +

gµ̃21

R3
ρ̄21(t) . (B.78)

Now, in the effective field method, it is easy to show that the dipole moment of the MNP is

given by (see Eq. (B.65))

peffMNP(t) = ĒMNP(t)α(ωL)e
−iωLt + c.c . (B.79)
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In general, however, the dipole moment is found from

pMNP(t) =

∫ ∞

0

α(t− t′)EMNP(t
′)dt′ (B.80)

=

∫ ∞

0

α(t− t′)ĒMNP(t
′)e−iωLt′dt′ + c.c. . (B.81)

Now, if we choose the response function to be local in time such that its frequency repre-

sentation is constant (α(ω) = α(ωL)), i.e.

α(t− t′) = α(ωL)δ(t− t′) , (B.82)

then substituting the above into Eq. (B.81) gives

pMNP(t) = ĒMNP(t)α(ωL)e
−iωLt + c.c. . (B.83)

Therefore, by comparing Eq. (B.83) with Eq. (B.79), we have shown by choosing α(ω) to

take its constant value at ωL everywhere (α(ω) = α(ωL)), then the effective field method can

be recovered by the PEOM method.



Appendix C

Fourth-Order Runge-Kutta Method

for Solving First-Order ODEs

Suppose we have a first-order differential equation of the form

ẏ = f(t, y) , (C.1)

where y ≡ y(t), and we want to approximate the solution over some interval t ∈ [a, b] (b > a).

We begin by splitting the interval into N +1 equally-spaced points, {t0, t1, . . . , tN} with t0 = a

and tN = b, such that

tn = a+ nh , n = 0, 1, . . . , N , (C.2)

where h is the spacing, or step-size, given by

h =
b− a

N
. (C.3)

Provided y(t0) = y(a) (the initial condition) is known, the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method

approximates {y(t1), y(t2), . . . y(tN )} using the following algorithm: [75]
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For n = 0, 1, . . . , N− 1,

k1 = h f(tn, yn) ,

k2 = h f(tn +
1

2
h, yn +

1

2
k1) ,

k3 = h f(tn +
1

2
h, yn +

1

2
k2) ,

k4 = h f(tn + h, yn + k3) ;

yn+1 = yn +
1

6
(k1 + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4) ;

tn+1 = tn + h .

where we have defined

yn ≡ y(tn) .



Appendix D

Algorithms

D.1 Least-Squares Fitting Algorithm (MATLAB)

1 global s

2

3 % Number o f f i t t i n g f unc t i on s

4 %

5 s = 12 ;

6

7 % Limits on parameters f o r f i t t i n g a l gor i thm ( un i t s in eV)

8 %

9 min omega k = −3;

10 max omega k = 50 ;

11 min gamma k = 0 ;

12 max gamma k = 10 ;

13 min c k = −10;

14 max c k = Inf ;

15

16 % Range over which to f i t ( un i t s in eV)

17 % I f f i t r a n g e = [ 0 , 0 ] , use en t i r e range a v a i l a b l e

18 f i t r a n g e = [ 0 , 1 0 ] ;

19

20 % Required number o f po in t s to use in f i t . I f f i t p o i n t s = 0 or i s

l e s s

21 % than the data a v a i l a b l e , use a l l a v a i l a b l e po in t s
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22 %

23 f i t p o i n t s = 0 ;

24

25 % Fi l e con ta in ing the frequency−dependent p o l a r i s a b i l i t y , \ a lpha (\

omega) ,

26 % to be f i t t e d

27 % Fi l e format :

28 % Column 1: \omega (eV) (Must s t a r t from 0eV)

29 % Column 2: Imag [\ a lpha (\omega) ]

30 % Column 3: Real [\ a lpha (\omega) ]

31 %

32 i n f i l e = ’ alpha . dat ’ ;

33

34 % Output f i l e con ta in ing the f i t t e d parameters saved as

35 % < i n p u t f i l e >. f i t pa rams

36 %

37 [ pathstr , name , ext ] = f i l e p a r t s ( i n f i l e ) ;

38 param out f i l e = [ [ name , ext ] , ’ . f i t pa rams ’ ] ;

39 % Output f i l e a l s o saved as a MATLAB binary f i l e f o r easy import

back to

40 % MATLAB

41 %

42 param out f i l e mat = [ param out f i l e , ’ . mat ’ ] ;

43

44 % Import ing input f i l e

45 %

46 f i d = fopen ( i n f i l e ) ;

47 A = text scan ( f id , ’%f%f%f ’ , ’ CommentStyle ’ , ’#’ ) ;

48 imag co l =2;

49 r e a l c o l =3;

50 fc lose ( f i d ) ;

51 omega orig = A{1} ;

52 a l pha o r i g = (A{ r e a l c o l } + 1 i ∗A{ imag co l }) ;

53

54 i f f i t r a n g e (1 )==f i t r a n g e (2 )

55 f i t r a n g e = [min( omega orig ) , max( omega orig ) ] ;
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56 end

57

58 % Se l e c t i n g data from requ i r ed f i t range

59 %

60 f i t r a n g e i d = omega orig >= f i t r a n g e (1 ) & omega orig <= f i t r a n g e

(2 ) ;

61 omega in = omega orig ( f i t r a n g e i d ) ;

62 a lpha in = a lpha o r i g ( f i t r a n g e i d ) ;

63

64 i f f i t p o i n t s ˜= 0

65 N = s ize ( omega in , 1 ) ;

66 f i t p o i n t s = min(N, f i t p o i n t s ) ;

67 new range = 1 : f loor (N/ f i t p o i n t s ) :N;

68 omega in = omega in ( new range ) ;

69 a lpha in = a lpha in ( new range ) ;

70 end

71

72 N = s ize ( omega in , 1 ) ;

73

74 % Fi t t i n g a l gor i thm re qu i r e s a minimum va lue o f data po in t s

75 %

76 fpr intf ( ’%s %i \n ’ , ’Number o f po in t s f i t t e d = ’ ,N)

77 i f 3∗ s > 2∗N

78 error ( [ ’ 3 s > 2∗N so f i t not p o s s i b l e . E i ther dec r ea se s or ’ ,

. . .

79 ’ i n c r e a s e the r e s o l u t i o n o f the input . ’ ] )

80 end

81

82 % We assume the input f i l e has zomega s t a r t i n g at 0 . To f i t , we want

the

83 % r e f l e c t i o n about the yax i s which shou ld obey the p r o p e r t i e s o f the

84 % p o l a r i s a b i l i t y :

85 % Imag [ \ a lpha (\omega<0) ] = −Imag [ \ a lpha (\omega>0) ]

86 % Real [ \ a lpha (\omega<0) ] = Real [ \ a lpha (\omega>0) ]

87

88 %omega = zeros (2∗N,1 ) ;
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89 %alpha = zeros (2∗N,1 ) ;

90

91 omega (N+1:2∗N) = omega in ; % \omega > 0

92 omega ( 1 :N) = −omega in (N:−1:1) ; % \omega < 0

93

94 alpha (N+1:2∗N) = a lpha in ;

95 alpha ( 1 :N) = conj ( a lpha in (N:−1:1) ) ;

96

97 % Set up f o r the l e a s t squares procedure

98 %

99 v0 = zeros (3∗ s , 1) ;

100 v0 ( 1 : s ) = [ 1 : s ] ∗ max( omega ) /( s+1) ;

101 v0 ( s+1:2∗ s ) = 0.025∗max( omega ) / s ;

102 v0 (2∗ s +1:3∗ s ) = 1 . 0 ;

103

104 % Lower bounds

105 %

106 lb = zeros (3∗ s , 1) ;

107 lb ( 1 : s ) = min omega k ;

108 lb ( s +1:2∗ s ) = min gamma k ;

109 lb (2∗ s +1:3∗ s ) = min c k ;

110

111 % Upper bounds

112 %

113 ub = zeros (3∗ s , 1) ;

114 ub ( 1 : s ) = max omega k ;

115 ub( s+1:2∗ s ) = max gamma k ;

116 ub(2∗ s +1:3∗ s ) = max c k ;

117

118 % We use the t ru s t−region−r e f l e c t i v e l e a s t squares a l gor i thm

119 %

120 opts = opt imset ( ’ Algorithm ’ , ’ t rus t−reg ion−r e f l e c t i v e ’ , ’ Display ’ , ’

Off ’ ) ;

121

122 % We use MATLAB’ s l s q c u r v e f i t to perform a l e a s t−squares f i t o f the
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123 % input \ a lpha (\omega) to the f i t t i n g f unc t i on s to ob ta in the

parameters .

124 % We f i t the r e a l and imaginary par t s s e p a r a t e l y by means o f the

125 % func t i on rea l imag .m as the chosen a l gor i thm i s not des igned f o r

126 % complex f unc t i on s .

127 [ f i t t ed pa ramet e r s , resnorm ] = l s q c u r v e f i t ( @ f i t t i n g f un c t i on , v0 ,

omega , . . .

128 rea l imag ( alpha ) , lb , ub ,

opts ) ;

129 omega k = f i t t e d pa r ame t e r s ( 1 : s ) ;

130 gamma k = f i t t e d pa r ame t e r s ( s +1:2∗ s ) ;

131 c k = f i t t e d pa r ame t e r s (2∗ s +1:3∗ s ) ;

132

133 % This i s the approximate \ a lpha (\omega) from the found parameters

134 %

135 alpha approx = l o r e n t z ( f i t t ed pa ramet e r s , omega orig ) ;

136

137 % Estimated percentage error :

138 %

139 pe = 100∗max(abs (abs ( a lpha approx ( f i t r a n g e i d ) ) − . . .

140 abs ( a l pha o r i g ( f i t r a n g e i d ) ) ) / . . .

141 max(abs ( a l pha o r i g ( f i t r a n g e i d ) ) ) ) ;

142

143 % Saving the paramters to the output f i l e s

144 %

145 f i d = fopen ( param out f i l e , ’w ’ ) ;

146 fpr intf ( f i d , ’%s \n ’ , ’#’ ) ;

147 fpr intf ( f i d , ’%s%s \n ’ , ’# Input f i l e : ’ , i n f i l e ) ;

148 fpr intf ( f i d , ’%s%f%s%f%s \n ’ , ’# Fi t ted over the range : ’ , . . .

149 f i t r a n g e (1 ) , ’ : ’ , f i t r a n g e (2 ) , ’ eV ’ ) ;

150 fpr intf ( f i d , ’%s%f%s \n ’ , ’# Estimated percentage e r r o r : ’ , pe , ’ %’ ) ;

151 fpr intf ( f i d , ’%s ’ , ’#’ ) ;

152 fpr intf ( f i d , ’ \n%s \n ’ , ’ n k ’ ) ;

153 fpr intf ( f i d , ’%d\n ’ , s ) ;

154 fpr intf ( f i d , ’ \n%s \n ’ , ’ omega k ’ ) ;

155 fpr intf ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , omega k ) ;
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156 fpr intf ( f i d , ’ \n%s \n ’ , ’ gamma k ’ ) ;

157 fpr intf ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ ,gamma k) ;

158 fpr intf ( f i d , ’ \n%s \n ’ , ’ c k ’ ) ;

159 fpr intf ( f i d , ’%f \n ’ , c k ) ;

160 fc lose ( f i d ) ;

161

162 save ( param outf i l e mat , ’ gamma k ’ , ’ c k ’ , ’ omega k ’ , ’ s ’ )

1 function f = f i t t i n g f u n c t i o n ( parameters , omega )

2

3 global s

4

5 omega k = parameters ( 1 : s ) ;

6 gamma k = parameters ( s +1:2∗ s ) ;

7 c k = parameters (2∗ s +1:3∗ s ) ;

8

9 f tmp = 0 . 0 ;

10 for k = 1 : s

11 f tmp = f tmp + c k (k ) ∗ ( 1 . 0 . / ( omega k (k ) − omega − gamma k(k ) ∗1 j

) + . . .

12 1 . 0 . / ( omega k (k ) + omega + gamma k(k ) ∗1 j

) ) ;

13 end

14

15 f = rea l imag ( f tmp ) ;

1 function y out = rea l imag ( y in )

2

3 % This func t i on decomposes a complex v a r i a b l e i n t o a vec to r

con ta in ing

4 % a l t e r n a t i o n s o f the r e a l and imaginary par t s

5

6 y out = zeros (2∗ length ( y in ) ,1 ) ;

7 j j = 0 ;

8 for i i = 1 : length ( y in )

9 j j = j j + 1 ;

10 y out ( j j ) = real ( y in ( i i ) ) ;
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11 j j = j j + 1 ;

12 y out ( j j ) = imag( y in ( i i ) ) ;

13 end

D.2 Runge-Kutta Solution to Isolated PEOM

1 global s tep

2 global E0

3 global s t e p i d

4 global s t a r t d e l t a i d

5 global s

6 global c k

7 global gamma k

8 global omega k

9

10 % Mul t i p l y by ha2ev to conver t un i t s from Hartree to eV

11 %

12 ha2ev = 27 .2113834 ;

13 % Mul t i p l y by f s t o a u to conver t un i t s from femtoseconds to atomic

un i t s

14 %

15 f s t o a u = 41 .3413745758 ;

16

17 % Read MATLAB f i l e genera ted by the l e a s t−squares procedure

18 %

19 load ( ’ . . / Curve Fi t t ing /MATLAB/alpha . dat . f i t pa rams .mat ’ )

20

21 % Output f i l e

22 % Fi l e format :

23 % Column 1: Time ( f s )

24 % Column 2: Appl ied f i e l d ( atomic un i t s )

25 % Column 3: Dipo le moment ( atomic un i t s )

26 %

27 o u t f i l e = ’ output . dat ’ ;

28

29 % Propagation time ( f s )
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30 %

31 max T = 80 ;

32

33 % Runge−Kutta t imes t ep ( f s )

34 %

35 s tep = 0 . 0 0 1 ;

36

37 % Output to f i l e a t check t i n t e r v a l s ( f s )

38 %

39 checkt = 0 . 0 0 1 ;

40 checkt = round( checkt / s tep ) ;

41

42 % Amplitude o f app l i e d f i e l d ( atomic un t i s )

43 %

44 E0 = 0 . 0001 ;

45

46 % Number o f s t e p s in Runge−Kutta

47 %

48 N = round(max T/ step ) ;

49

50 % Convert parameters to atomic un i t s

51 %

52 c k = c k /ha2ev ;

53 gamma k = gamma k/ha2ev ;

54 omega k = omega k/ha2ev ;

55 s tep = step ∗ f s t o a u ;

56

57 % Timing ( output percentage complete every so o f t en )

58 %

59 eve ry pe r c en t = 5 ;

60 checkp = N∗ eve ry pe r c en t /100 ;

61

62 % The s t a r t time f o r the d e l t a func t i on i s equa l to the f i r s t output

time

63 %

64 s t a r t d e l t a i d = checkt ;
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65

66 % I n i t i a l v a l u e s

67 %

68 t = 0 ;

69 p = 0 ;

70 s k = zeros ( s , 1 ) ;

71

72 % Se t t i n g up output f i l e

73 %

74 f i d = fopen ( o u t f i l e , ’w ’ ) ;

75 fpr intf ( f i d , ’%−15s %−15s %−20s \n ’ , ’#t ( f s ) ’ , ’ F i e ld ( a . u . ) ’ , ’

Dipole Moment ( a . u . ) ’ ) ;

76 fpr intf ( f i d , ’%.9e %.9e %.9e \n ’ , 0 , 0 , 0) ;

77

78 % I t e r a t i v e l y s o l v e the PEOMs us ing the Runge−Kutta method and

output to

79 % f i l e

80 %

81 for s t e p i d = 1 :N

82 [ t , s k ] = rk4 s t ep ( ’peom ’ , t , s k ) ;

83 p = sum( c k .∗ real ( s k ) ) ;

84

85 i f mod( s t ep id , checkp ) == 0

86 fpr intf ( ’%.2 f %s \n ’ , s t e p i d /checkp∗ every percent , ’%’ )

87 end

88 i f mod( s t ep id , checkt ) == 0 ;

89 fpr intf ( f i d , ’%.9e %.9e %.9e \n ’ , t / f s t o au , eext ( t ) , p ) ;

90 end

91 end

92 fc lose ( f i d ) ;

1 function [ t , y ] = rk4 s t ep ( func , t n , y n )

2 global s tep

3

4 k1 = step ∗ feval ( func , t n , y n ) ;

5 k2 = step ∗ feval ( func , t n +0.5∗ step , y n+0.5∗k1 ) ;

6 k3 = step ∗ feval ( func , t n +0.5∗ step , y n+0.5∗k2 ) ;
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7 k4 = step ∗ feval ( func , t n+step , y n+k3 ) ;

8

9 y = y n + 1/6 ∗ ( k1 +2∗k2 + 2∗k3 + k4 ) ;

10 t = t n + step ;

1 function y = eext ( t )

2

3 global E0

4 global s t a r t d e l t a i d

5 global s t e p i d

6

7 i f s t e p i d == s t a r t d e l t a i d

8 y = E0 ;

9 else

10 y = 0 ;

11 end
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